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ABSTRACT
An engine cycle deck and a mission simulation program were mated to provide the capability
to analyze the impact of localized design changes in a systems context. Specifically, the
effects of compressor stall alleviation accomplished through the use of active stabilization
were analyzed. Since no experimental data exists for compressor performance in the actively
stabilized region of operation, actual compressor performance was bracketed by the
examination of two types of compressors; one having steeply sloped speed lines in the
actively stabilized region and the other having speed lines with shallow slope.
Engines with actively stabilized compressor sections were installed in an advanced tactical
fighter and flown through a typical high-low-high attack profile. Mission performance
results for the aircraft with controlled compressors were compared to baseline values of
mission radius, takeoff gross weight, aircraft operating weight and aircraft total wetted area.
Efficiency, engine radius at the fan and bare engine weight were found to be the primary
determinants of mission performance.
Locating the design point of an actively stabilized high pressure compressor with steep speed
lines in the actively stabilized operating region resulted in significant mission performance
benefits (an 11.2 percent increase in mission radius or an 8.3 percent reduction in takeoff
gross weight.) The same active stabilization implementation technique applied to a high
pressure compressor with shallow speed lines acted to degrade mission performance.
Actively stabilized fan/low pressure compressors with shallow speed lines coupled with
variable area exhaust nozzles increased aircraft specific excess power over more than fifty
percent of the mission profile. At flight conditions of Mach = 0.9 and altitude = 36089 feet,
specific excess power increased by 7.3 percent.
In the engine examined, mission performance was not significantly increased by exchanging
the performance benefits of active compressor stabilization for reductions in high pressure
compressor size and weight. Decreasing the physical engine size of an advanced
supercruiser by using the expanded operating area of an actively stabilized fan/low pressure
compressor to reduce design point weight flow was unsuccessful for the example attempted.
Active compressor stabilization implementation alternatives which yield increases in aircraft
capability as opposed to aircraft performance were studied qualitatively. Possible capability
improvements resulting from active compressor stabilization include enlargement of the
afterburner ignition envelope, increased engine life and reductions in inlet complexity or size.
Procedures for the quantitative analysis of improvements in aircraft capability were offered as
topics for further study.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The gas turbine engines of modem fighter aircraft make up one sub-system of a highly
integrated weapons system designed to perform a particular mission or type of mission.
Because mission objectives vary dramatically, optimizing the performance of a weapons
system with respect to a single mission implies the development of highly mission-specific
engines. Engine designers, down to the component level, must be constantly aware of the
impact their design choices will have on mission performance. Designers will not
incorporate advances in technology without some indication that mission performance will be
improved. Research and development teams must provide designers with concepts that are
more than simply academically stimulating. Designers must be convinced that employment
of a new concept will have desirable effects not only at the local or sub-system level but at the
global or system level as well. Procurement of custom made turbomachinery for testing
purposes is an extremely expensive and time consuming process so advances in technology
with applications to gas turbine engines are often first analyzed through the use of computer
simulations. In this way, those ideas which possess the greatest potential benefits in mission
performance advance to the more expensive stages of development.
The main objectives of this thesis are to generate a systems context in which active
compressor stabilization can be assessed and to provide guidelines for future fluid mechanics
research by identifying the advantages and/or disadvantages to aircraft overall mission
performance resulting from different implementations of active control in gas turbine engines.
More specifically, this thesis analyzes the overall performance of tactical fighter aircraft
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equipped with afterburning turbofan engines having one or more "smart" compressor
sections - - compressors which have the ability to suppress engine stall or surge through the
active control of local flow conditions.
Recent developments in microelectronics have instigated a shift in engine design
philosophy away from the simple open-loop engine sub-systems of years past toward more
complex and highly integrated, closed-loop components. Epstein [1.1], describes various
ways in which feedback control might be used in the aircraft turbine engine of the year 2000.
Figure 1.1 shows a turbofan whose components employ sensors, processors and actuators to
balance and dampen shafts, reduce noise and alleviate compressor stall. Compressor stall
alleviation might be accomplished by feeding back local flow measurements to a high-speed
controller which commands actuators that adjust stator blade turning angle. Other techniques
for the alleviation of compressor stall might include pressure bleeding valves or actuators
which recamber fan or rotor blades.
The active control schemes proposed by Epstein et al. in [1.2] are aimed at increasing
the aerodynamic damping of compressor instabilities to allow compressor operation in what
was previously an unstable and "forbidden" high-performance region. At point A of Figure
1.2 the compressor operates normally and without active flowfield control. With the
implementation of active control the compressor may operate safely at point B. Point B is
located in a region which, without active flowfield control, lies beyond the limit of stable
operation (the surge line) but in a region of improved performance, as indicated by the
increase in pressure rise from A to B. This thesis quantifies the mission performance
benefits resulting from shifts in the operating points of actively stabilized compressors like
the shift from A to B in Figure 1.2.
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This thesis describes a premier effort in the quantification of technological advances.
Never before (to the author's knowledge) has such an in-depth study been conducted to
quantify the potential mission performance benefits of an advance in component technology
which is still in the proof-of-concept stage of development. This, however, is the ideal time
to conduct such a study. The notion of active compressor stabilization is new enough to
allow the results of the type of analysis presented in this thesis to guide further research.
Quantification of mission performance benefits produced by actively stabilized
compressors required the selection of three baseline elements; a mission, an airframe and an
engine. Logically, a tactical, strategic or logistical need would define a mission which in turn
would define the airframe/engine combination best suited to perform that mission. In the
actuality of this study, however, the selection of a flexible mission simulation program
allowed the user to define the mission. The mission simulation program user also selected
the airframe type from one of a number of generic airframe data bases available as program
input. Engine selection was transmitted to the mission simulation program through the
output from a variable cycle engine deck. The cycle deck output reflected any changes made
to the engine, like those resulting from actively stabilized compressor sections. Since, in this
study, the baseline mission could be selected rather than defined by a specific need, selection
of the baseline airframe preceded mission definition.
An advanced tactical fighter was selected as the baseline airframe for three reasons.
First, the engines of today's advanced tactical fighters present a challenging engineering
problem created by a requirement for the aircraft to cruise efficiently at both subsonic and
supersonic speeds. Second, because of a large required surge margin (a buffer zone between
the operating point and the stability limit), military fighters stand to gain more than other
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types of aircraft from the expanded compressor operating regions created by the
implementation of active compressor stabilization. Finally, the design and development of an
advanced tactical fighter and its associated sub-systems present current and realistic problems
of great engineering interest.
Selection of an advanced tactical fighter as the baseline airframe was followed by the
selection of a standard high-low-high, combat profile as the baseline mission. The fighter
takes off, climbs to cruising altitude, flies to the target, descends and drops munitions,
climbs back to cruising altitude, returns to the starting point then descends and lands. The
baseline engine, a mixed flow afterburning turbofan, is typical of modern fighters. The
baseline compressors have characteristics typical of those commonly associated with the
engines of fighter aircraft.
Baseline aircraft mission performance was evaluated by first generating a table
reflecting the engine's uninstalled performance at selected flight conditions. A cycle deck,
the Navy NASA Engine Program (NNEP)[1.3][1.4], was used to calculate on and
off-design engine performance. A supplemental program to the cycle deck, Weight Analysis
of Turbine Engines (WATE-2) [1.5], was used to estimate component/engine dimensions
and weight. The output from these calculations became the input to an aircraft mission
simulation program (the Propulsion Weapon System Interaction Model (PWSIM), [1.6]
[1.7].) The mission simulation calculation couples engine input to the baseline aircraft and
"flies" the baseline mission. The final output contains values for range, fuel used, time of
flight, optimum cruising altitudes, level flight performance, etc.
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A major problem in this work was the determination of compressor performance (slope
of the speed lines and the shape of the efficiency contours) in the compressor's actively
stabilized region. Ideally measured data would be used but since this was not available two
limiting cases were examined. Figure 1.3 shows a compressor speed line which assumes
two different shapes in the actively stabilized region of operation. In one case, the line of
constant corrected speed has a steep slope. In the other case the slope of the line of constant
corrected speed may be described as shallow. These cases "bracket" the relatively unknown
effects of actively controlling the stability boundary (surge line) of a modem multistage
compressor. Both types of actively stabilized compressors were input to the cycle deck (at
separate stages of the research) via their respective digitized and tabulated performance maps.
Once the compressor was altered to reflect active stabilization implementation, the previously
outlined mission simulation sequence was repeated yielding mission performance results for
an aircraft with engines containing actively stabilized compressors. These results were then
evaluated with respect to the mission performance results of the baseline aircraft to determine
the relative value of the compressor change brought about by the use of active stabilization.
The work of this thesis examines four ways in which the expanded compressor
operating area created by active stabilization might be used. These implementation
alternatives are not necessarily mutually exclusive and the designers' task is to determine
which alternative, or combination of alternatives, optimizes aircraft performance with respect
to the specific mission or type of mission the aircraft is asked to perform. Of course, the
designer bases his design choices on other than mission performance requirements, such as
manufacturing restrictions and cost, but these considerations lie outside the scope of this
research.
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The first actively stabilized compressor implementation alternative involves the idea of
active control employment at the earliest stages of the engine design or redesign process.
With active stabilization, the designer has the freedom to move the design point of an
engine's compressor sections into regions of the performance map that were formerly off
limits due to constraints created by surge margin requirements. Component design point
parameters may then be optimized with respect to mission performance without previous
surge margin constraints. This alternative may be especially attractive to designers who are
forced to locate a compressor's design point below the mission-optimized values of pressure
ratio and efficiency simply to comply with aircraft surge margin requirements.
The second actively stabilized compressor implementation alternative, like the first,
involves active stabilization ideas in the earliest stages of the design process. In this case,
active stabilization is implemented in order to reduce the size and weight of the stabilized
compressor. This type of implementation may prove especially beneficial for fan/low
pressure compressor applications. A decrease in fan radius could translate into reduced
overall engine radius with significant benefits in mission performance and side-benefits such
as a reduced radar cross section.
The third active stabilization implementation alternative imitates the method utilized in
the Adaptive Engine Control System (ADECS) study [1.8] [1.9]. This particular
implementation alternative would apply add-on active stabilization hardware to the
compressor section of an existing engine. The ADECS study made use of the fact that some
portions of a flight profile demand less surge margin than others. During these low risk
portions of the flight profile the fan section operating point of an F-15 engine was shifted up
into regions of higher pressure ratio in an exchange of surge margin (stability) for
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performance. This resulted in significant benefits in time to climb and time to accelerate. The
ADECS method allows an operating point shift only during low risk portions of the flight
profile. Active compressor stabilization would allow the required surge margin to be
maintained during all segments of the flight profile while still allowing the upward operating
point shifts. This implies that the mission performance benefits of active stabilization
implementation could be even more significant than those obtained in the ADECS study.
The fourth implementation alternative uses the surge margin increases created by active
compressor stabilization to make vehicular design changes which result in increased levels of
required surge margin. Using the surge margin in this way would allow benefits like
simplification of inlet designs, greater tolerances in manufacturing specifications, relaxation
of augmenter sequencing constraints or expansion of an aircraft's maneuvering envelope.
The benefits of this implementation alternative generally act to increase aircraft capability
rather than to increase aircraft performance. Because of this, the potential benefits of active
compressor stabilization extend well beyond the confines of engine performance. This
implementation alternative may require the engine designer to interact with weapons
designers, flight controls designers or airframe designers to determine active control
implementation objectives.
The first and second active stabilization implementation alternatives were examined with
respect to steep (speed) line compressors in Chapter 5. Steep line compressors are those
with speed lines that bend only slightly toward the pressure axis of the compressor
performance map in the increased operating area created by compressor stabilization (see
Figure 1.3) and thus yield relatively large increases in pressure ratio. Shallow (speed) line
compressors have speed lines which bend sharply toward the pressure axis of the
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performance map in the operating area created by active stabilization employment (again, see
Figure 1.3) thus increasing the mass flow range. Chapter 6 examines the first, second and
third implementation alternatives on shallow line compressors while Chapter 7 discusses the
fourth active stabilization implementation alternative on compressors of both types in a more
qualitative fashion and includes suggested topics for further study.
Chapter 2 describes the simulation method in detail and presents a parameter sensitivity
analysis for both the cycle deck and mission simulation programs. This chapter will be of
interest to those readers interested in the technique used to "mate" the cycle deck and mission
simulation calculations.
Chapter 3 provides detailed information on the baseline engine, aircraft and missions
and is a "must read" chapter for those attempting to duplicate the performance studies
presented in this thesis.
Chapter 4 provides background information on compressor performance maps, rotating
stall, surge and surge margin for those readers who may be unfamiliar with compressor
performance analysis. In addition, Chapter 4 details and illustrates performance map
assumptions made in this study.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents the significant findings of the author's efforts to quantify
the mission performance benefits of actively stabilizing the compressor sections of the
engines in an advanced tactical fighter. The author assumes this chapter will be of interest to
all readers.
CHAPTER 2 SIMULATION METHOD AND MODELS
2.1 Simulation Method
A model which evaluates the impact of actively controlled engine components on
aircraft mission performance must have; (1) the capability to incorporate technological
advances in component design in any conceivable type of engine, and (2) the ability to fly
the experimental engine in any type of suitable aircraft through any practical mission profile.
The simulation method used in this work was developed mainly from two separate codes. A
variable cycle engine deck, the Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP) and a mission
simulation program, the Propulsion/Weapon System Interaction Model (PWSIM), were both
selected primarily due to their flexibility and availability. The cycle deck and a peripheral
weight calculation program, Weight Analysis of Turbine Engines (WATE-2), handle the
integration of the actively controlled components with the engine while the mission
simulation program installs the engine with active control in a selected airframe and "flies" a
desired mission profile.
It was necessary to modify both the cycle deck and the mission simulation codes to run
on a Digital Microvax computer. Modifications to the cycle deck's Fortran code involved
mainly the adaptation of the Namelist input techniques to comply with Digital's more
restrictive usage of the Namelist feature. The mission simulation program modifications
however, were more complicated and required the removal of the overlay structure designed
for use with the CDC Cyber 175 computer. Great care was taken throughout the
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modification processes of both codes to minimize the number of changes, thus preserving the
accuracy and repeatability of the original codes. The designers of both codes provided
sample input and results against which the Microvax produced results were compared with
virtually one-hundred percent accuracy.
Interfacing the cycle deck and the mission simulation calculations was accomplished by
adding Fortran code to the cycle deck which allowed the construction of an uninstalled engine
deck in an industry standard "Markl2" format described in section 2.3. The uninstalled
engine deck becomes one of the inputs to the mission simulation program which calculates
the engine installation effects and mission performance. It should be noted that the
uninstalled engine deck is constructed without eliminating or changing any of the cycle
deck's original output.
The reader should be aware that the cycle deck used in this study, NNEP, calculates
only steady state conditions at a given operating point. Transients in engine flow
characteristics created by accelerations, decelerations, nozzle fluctuations or afterburner
sequencing are not accounted for in the cycle deck calculations. Thus, the uninstalled engine
deck is simply a compilation of steady state operating conditions at a user determined variety
of flight conditions.
The cycle deck combined with a peripheral weight analysis program, Weight Analysis
of Turbine Engines (WATE-2), can produce output which includes engine total weights and
dimensions as well as engine uninstalled performance at any flight condition. When the
output from the cycle deck takes the form of an uninstalled engine deck and becomes input to
the mission simulation calculation, the combined codes provide aircraft total weight and
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dimensions, installed thrust (required and available), and a detailed analysis of the aircraft
mission broken down into segments. Figure 2.1 illustrates the simulation flowpath from
cycle deck inputs through mission analysis. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 contain more detailed
information about code output.
2.2 Variable Cycle Engine Deck Description
First operational in 1974, the cycle deck of this study, NNEP, was developed through
the joint efforts of the NASA Lewis Research Center and the Naval Air Development Center.
Driven by the need to study unique engine concepts for the Supersonic Cruise Airplane
Research Program, Nasa Lewis designers hoped to develop a code capable of: simulating any
conceivable turbine engine, simulating variable component performance, simulating various
variable cycle engine concepts, and optimizing variable-geometry settings to minimize
specific fuel consumption or maximize thrust. Fashioned after the Navy Engine Performance
Program (NEPCOMP), NNEP met the code designers' objectives. The genesis of NNEP is
described in greater detail in [2.1].
As can be seen from the design goals, NNEP was designed to be an extremely flexible
and powerful code. Three peripheral codes, developed as adjuncts to NNEP, give the cycle
deck even more capability. These codes are: WATE-2 (Weight Analysis of Turbine
Engines) [2.2], COST (estimates the production cost and selling price of military aircraft gas
turbine engines) [2.3], and INSTAL (estimates the installed performance of aircraft gas
turbine engines) [2.4]. The length of WATE-2, COST, and INSTAL programs, in lines of
Fortran code, is approximately 6K, 1.5K, and 34K respectively. The parent NNEP Fortran
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code is approximately 5K lines in length. All three of the cycle deck's peripheral programs
were adapted for use on the Digital Microvax. However, only the weight analysis code was
used in the work of this thesis. Cost analysis was considered outside the thesis scope and
the INSTAL code was not used since the mission simulation program calculates installation
effects internally. For the sake of brevity, any future reference to the cycle deck shall be
understood to refer to the NNEP/WATE-2 combination.
In 1979 a method was developed to determine the weight of each major component in
the engine to within plus or minus ten percent accuracy. The resulting weight analysis code,
WATE-2, is based on a mechanical preliminary design which is responsive to major engine
design variables such as stress level, maximum temperature, material, geometry, stage
loading, hub-tip ratio, and shaft mechanical overspeed. Using the thermodynamic
calculations of NNEP and a separate set of inputs representing the design features of the
components, WATE-2 calculates the weight of each individual component. More detailed
information about the WATE-2 code is contained in [2.2].
As mentioned above, the weight estimations of WATE-2 are dependent on the
thermodynamic properties which appear as output from the cycle deck's analysis of each
operating point. Cycle deck calculations are based on the performance of each engine
component. Component performance is input to the cycle deck via digitized component
"maps." For a compressor, the component map generally plots pressure ratio versus
corrected airflow along lines of constant corrected speed. In addition, a compressor map
depicts islands of constant adiabatic efficiency and the surge line which defines the upper
limit of pressure ratio for a given constant corrected speed. The cycle deck allows any or all
of the digitized component map inputs to have a third dimension. That is, component maps
I
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can be "stacked" to account for variable geometry such as variable inlet guide vane position.
Figures 2.2 through 2.5 display, in order, component maps for a fan/low pressure
compressor, a high pressure compressor, a high pressure turbine, and a low pressure
turbine. The efficiency contours on the maps are not absolute values but are relative to a user
specified reference value. Figures 2.2 through 2.5 were input for the sample cases which
were run to verify the correctness of the Microvax version of the cycle deck. These sample
maps exhibit characteristics consistent with maps which might be used to describe a generic
afterburning turbofan for use in an advanced, fighter type airframe. For this reason, the
sample maps were used, in original or modified form, for much of the work of this thesis.
Use of other than the sample maps will be indicated where applicable.
The cycle deck's flexibility is a result of; (1) the use of digitized component maps to
define component performance and, (2) the building block approach to the inputs required to
define engine flowpaths. Interactive preprocessing programs KONFIG [2.5], REKONFIG
[2.5], and PREPWATE [2.6] assist the user in "building" an engine, component by
component, and assigning the design point value to each variable of component
performance. The cycle deck user's manual [2.7], gives the proper input format for each
component variable and explains the use of controls, techniques for variable "marching",
and processes which optimize or limit variable values. Any or all of these options may be
used to run various types of design point or off-design studies. Appendix A contains
unmodified sample output from the cycle deck and weight analysis calculations.
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2.3 The Uninstalled Engine Deck
The built-in flexibility of the cycle deck made development of the cycle deck/mission
simulation program interface possible without requiring massive changes to either code. The
uninstalled engine deck (in an industry standard Markl2 format), is a parametric description
of the engine as calculated by the cycle deck (NNEP) and is created by running the cycle deck
once for each throttle setting at each flight condition; approximately five hundred independent
runs for each engine developed during this research. Each run of the cycle deck produces
two lines of the uninstalled engine deck. The first line contains information required by the
mission simulation program. The second line is a sequence of optional inputs selected by the
user and are not used in the mission simulation calculations. Five external programs
manipulate one set of cycle deck design point inputs and off-design flight conditions to create
an uninstalled engine deck. These programs compile the uninstalled engine deck by running
the cycle deck at the design point then moving to the first off-design condition defined by
some altitude and flight Mach number combination. The cycle deck is run at this off-design
condition then the engine is throttled down using variable marching techniques on the
afterburner and turbine inlet temperatures. The cycle deck is run once for each temperature
change then the flight condition is changed and the engine is throttled back again. At a given
flight Mach number altitude is incremented from the minimum value to the maximum value
then the Mach number is increased and the sequence is reinitiated. Figure 2.6 illustrates the
uninstalled engine deck development process.
Repeated thermodynamic calculations within the cycle deck produce the body of the
uninstalled engine deck but the information listed in the uninstalled engine deck header
consists mainly of output from the weight analysis calculations. Table 2.1 contains a listing
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of information contained in the uninstalled engine deck and Table 2.2 is the initial portion of
an uninstalled engine deck in Mark12 format. Graphical examples of the information
contained in a Markl2 uninstalled engine deck appear in Figures 3.2 - 3.13.
2.4 Mission Simulation Program Description
The mission simulation program, the Propulsion/Weapon System Interaction Model
(PWSIM) [2.8], was developed by the Boeing Military Airplane Company in 1985 to
provide an in-house propulsion assessment capability to the Air Force's Aero Propulsion
Laboratory. PWSIM consists of approximately twenty thousand lines of Fortran 77 code
and requires another sixty-five hundred lines of input for execution. Originally designed to
operate on the CDC Cyber 175 computer under the NOS 2 operating system, it is an
interactive program for assessing the effects of different engine cycles, engine installations,
mission requirements, and airplane geometry on airplane size and weight.
Figure 2.7 shows the flowpath for an airplane mission performance calculation. Note
that engine installation effects are taken into account in the mission simulation program. This
is an option and the "perform engine installation" switch may be turned off when an installed
engine deck (Markl 1 format) is used instead of an uninstalled engine deck (Mark12 format.)
The code lets the user interactively select the inlet, aftbody, and nozzle gross thrust
coefficient maps to be used in the installed performance calculations and as a result of this
feature the types of inlets and nozzles available are restricted only by the user's access to
reasonable data. The input format for these maps is described in Appendix A of [2.8].
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Due to the mission simulation program's modular-type construction, mating engines
with aircraft types is simply a matter of exchanging uninstalled engine decks and/or aircraft
data bases. Tactical fighter, supersonic interceptor, supersonic cruise missile and long range
transport data bases are presently available [2.9]. Each data base contains all of the
configuration related modules required to define and scale the geometry of a baseline
configuration and evaluate its drag polars and operating weight.
The engine installation module of the mission simulation program utilizes a set of inlet
and nozzle performance maps and an uninstalled engine deck to calculate installed engine
performance. Aircraft weight and drag calculations involve the scaling of installed engine
thrust and airframe size according to user specified values of thrust/weight ratio, wing
loading and takeoff gross weight. The mission simulation program then combines the
calculated drag values and installed engine performance with simplified equations of motion
for each segment of the mission profile. The task of evaluating overall mission performance
is then a simple compilation of the aircraft performance over the entire sequence of mission
segments.
The mission simulation program calculates time, fuel, and distance required to complete
each segment of a user defined mission. Missions are divided into two general categories;
variable range or radius missions and fixed range or radius missions. In a variable range or
radius mission the aircraft begins the mission at a specified weight and the program calculates
the extent of the mission as either radius (if the aircraft departs point A and returns to point
A) or range (if the aircraft departs point A and flies to point B.) In a fixed range or radius
mission takeoff gross weight, aircraft operating weight and total wetted area are the unknown
variables. A mission length is fixed and a baseline design is "sized" to arrive at the smallest
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aircraft design possible which will complete the assigned mission. The message in the box in
the lower right corner of Figure 2.7 indicates the two processes (corresponding to the two
categories of missions) for matching the airplane to mission requirements.
As mentioned previously, data bases are available for four types of propulsion/weapon
system combinations. The work of this thesis uses the tactical fighter data base (Model
985-420 [2.9]) coupled with twin turbofan engines. The unscaled tactical fighter has a
takeoff gross weight (TOGW) of forty thousand pounds, is approximately sixty feet in
length, and has a wingspan of nearly fifty feet. All-moving slab canards with augmentation
from wing flaperons control pitch and roll throughout the flight envelope. Twin vertical fins,
each with a conventional rudder, control yaw. The aircraft is designed to carry a one-man
crew and twelve thousand pounds of JP-4 fuel. Figure 2.8 is a graphic representation of the
aircraft produced as part of the mission simulation program's output. More detailed
information about the airframe is available in Table 3.2.
Each of the four sample airframe data bases has a corresponding set of sample engine
data. The baseline engine of this thesis has characteristics similar to those of the mission
simulation program's sample afterburning turbofan engine, assumed to have been developed
specifically for use in aircraft like that of the tactical fighter data base. Detailed information
about the sample engine (hereafter referred to as the reference engine) is available in engine
decks of Mark12 and Markl 1 format in [2.8]. Additionally, limited information about the
reference engine is available in Table 3.1.
Just as each aircraft data base has a corresponding sample engine, there exists a sample
mission for each aircraft/engine combination. Figure 2.9, depicts the tactical fighter sample
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mission profile. Note that the mission is of the variable radius type. That is, a fighter with a
takeoff gross weight of forty thousand pounds takes off from point A, flies to point B,
delivers ordnance, and returns to point A. All usable fuel is consumed, so the distance
between points A and B, the mission's radius, is determined by the efficiency of the
airframe/engine combination. The sample radius mission was used in the mission simulation
program sensitivity analysis and for some of the analysis discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the fixed range counterpart to the variable radius mission of
Figure 2.9. In this mission an aircraft of undetermined size and weight is sized to arrive at
the smallest aircraft possible which can successfully complete the assigned mission of fixed
length. This fixed range mission was used in the mission simulation program sensitivity
analysis and for some of the analysis discussed in Chapter 5. The length of the mission was
set by the capabilities of the baseline aircraft. That is, a forty thousand pound tactical fighter
with baseline engines is just large enough to complete this mission with the required fuel
reserves.
The mission simulation program output is divided into two separate data files. One file
contains installed engine performance data while the other file contains general aircraft output
data. An airplane design summary and a mission profile summary similar to that of Table 2.3
(see list of symbols and abbreviations for column heading key) can be found among the
general aircraft output data. Appendix A contains a sample of the general aircraft output data
file in its entirety. An example of an installed engine performance data file can be found in
[2.8].
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2.5 Parameter Sensitivity Analyses
In order to verify that the cycle deck and the mission simulation program were
responding correctly to changes in input in their Microvax modified forms, and to better
understand the global response to small, localized, input deltas, a parameter sensitivity
analysis was performed on the cycle deck and the cycle deck/mission simulation program
combination. These analyses compare the percentage change in important output quantities to
the percentage change of each selected independent input quantity by varying the input
parameters only slightly and one at a time. For example, if interest lies in the sensitivity of
mission radius (R) to a turbofan's high pressure compressor efficiency () alone, then the
ratio
(R2- R1)/R 1 R/R
(T12 -ln)/I,- 6811 /1
would be formed from two successive runs of the cycle deck/mission simulation program
combination that differ only in the high pressure compressor efficiency input to the cycle
deck.
Qualitatively, those ratios that have a value much less than one indicate that the input
variable has little influence on the output variable. Conversely, a ratio near one indicates that
the input variable can significantly effect the output variable and may point out a desirable
direction of change.
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2.5.1 Cycle Deck Sensitivity Analysis
The cycle deck sensitivity study evaluated changes in input to a mixed flow
afterburning turbofan engine, the baseline engine, having the component performance design
values depicted in Table 2.4. Table 2.5 relates the sensitivity of thrust per unit airflow,
specific fuel consumption (SFC), and engine dimensions to changes in design point variable
values. These data were obtained by increasing the input variables by five percent, except
where noted. The table shows, as expected, that the most advantageous change in thrust per
unit airflow is obtained by changing the turbine inlet temperature (TT4). However,
increasing TT4 also significantly increases engine length, weight, and fuel consumption.
The calculations also show that, increasing the high pressure compressor efficiency has an
advantageous effect on thrust per unit airflow, SFC, and engine dimensions and weight.
Increasing the high pressure compressor pressure ratio has the desired effect on all output
variables except military power thrust, where the effect is rather insignificant. Clearly, if the
objective were to decrease SFC, increasing compressor pressure ratio or T4 (if thrust could
be spared) would be the places to initiate change. If, however, the goal was to increase
military power thrust per unit airflow, design changes that increased compressor efficiency
would make the most sense.
The sensitivity of engine performance to design airflow, altitude, and Mach number
was included for completeness. Increasing the design airflow increases thrust but keeps
thrust per unit airflow and SFC constant. Obviously, the engine increases in both size and
weight with an increase in design airflow. Increasing altitude and decreasing Mach number
would appear to have positive effects on thrust and fuel consumption but the table shows
negative effects on engine weight and dimensions for those changes. In addition, the
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seemingly positive effects of increasing the design altitude and decreasing the design Mach
number would be lost when the engine returned to operation at the original design point.
Summarizing observations from Table 2.5, one concludes that to maximize engine
performance, TT4 and afterburner inlet temperature (TIT7) should be lowered to the minimum
end of their optimum operating ranges while compressor pressure ratio and efficiency should
be increased to the maximum end of their operating ranges. Small changes in bypass ratio
do not matter and changing design point flight conditions will be detrimental unless a
redefined aircraft mission dictates such a change. Reference [2.10] includes the results of a
parameter sensitivity analysis for a similar engine performed using a less complex engine
simulation code. Results and conclusions of that analysis compare favorably with the results
of Table 2.5 and the conclusions above.
2.5.2 Mission Simulation Program Sensitivity Analysis
The parameter sensitivity analysis for the mission simulation program compares
mission results from the tactical fighter airframe/baseline engine combination to mission
results from the same tactical fighter airframe using baseline engines that have been altered by
changing a single design point variable by five percent or less. The analysis procedure
required the construction of separate engine descriptions (uninstalled engine decks) one for
the baseline engine and one for each engine produced by a change in one of the independent
design point variables. The independent variables of the cycle deck sensitivity analysis,
together with engine weight and dimensions, form the set of independent variables for the
mission simulation program sensitivity analysis.
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Mission results, used as the criteria for comparison, are; (1) mission radius from the
variable radius sample mission of Figure 2.9, (2) takeoff gross weight (TOGW), (3) aircraft
operating weight (OEWA), and (4) total wetted area. The last three criteria are all calculated
from the fixed range mission depicted in Figure 2.10. In order to produce the first entry in
Table 2.6, the mission simulation program is run using the variable radius mission profile
and an uninstalled engine deck reflecting a five percent change in the design value of high
pressure compressor pressure ratio only. The variable mission radius increases over that
calculated for the fighter equipped with baseline engines, yielding a sensitivity ratio value of
+.614. That is,
(R2 -R)/R1 R/R 614( PR2 - P/PR R / PR
The mission simulation program was then run a second time using the fixed range mission
and the same uninstalled engine deck. This time the aircraft was sized to produce the smallest
airframe/engine combination capable of completing the fixed range profile. The first data line
of Table 2.6 shows that a five percent increase in the compressor design point pressure ratio
of the baseline engine allows a forty thousand pound aircraft to increase its radius by five
percent when flying the variable radius mission profile. The same aircraft/engine
combination (of undetermined weight and size) flying the fixed range mission can be
approximately two percent lighter and two percent smaller than the tactical fighter
airframe/baseline engine combination.
As in the cycle deck sensitivity analysis, high pressure compressor efficiency has a
very positive impact on the dependent variables of the mission simulation program sensitivity
analysis. In fact, a high pressure compressor efficiency increase has a greater relative effect
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on mission performance variables than it does on any single measure of engine performance
because of the cumulative effects on mission performance of positive changes in engine
weight, dimensions, thrust, and specific fuel consumption. A two percent increase in high
pressure compressor efficiency can increase mission radius by more than two and one-half
percent. The same increase produces a one-to-one percentage reduction in TOGW, OEWA,
and total wetted area.
Increasing the turbine inlet temperature has a negative impact on mission radius and
aircraft weight and size which agrees with the fact that increasing TT4 significantly increases
engine weight and length (results of the cycle deck sensitivity analysis.) Increasing the
afterburner inlet temperature, however, has a surprisingly positive impact on the study's
dependent variables. This may be partially explained by the fact that, from the cycle deck
sensitivity analysis, a five percent increase in TT7 has no effect on engine weight or
dimensions but increases maximum power thrust. SFC is increased to a greater extent than
thrust however, and since only a small portion of either mission is performed with the
afterburner on, the effects of a five percent increase in TT7, as depicted in Table 2.6, seem
unusually large.
Changes in design point flight conditions, altitude and Mach number, have little or
negative effect as do increases in the design airflow. Since the engine is scaled to fit within
the airframe, creating a larger engine with proportionally greater thrust by increasing the
design airflow has no bearing on mission results. An increase in bypass ratio creates
negligible effects as well.
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Table 2.6 shows that, with respect to the dependent variables of this study, the engine
radius at the fan is the most critical physical property of the propulsion system with engine
weight possessing nearly the same degree of criticality. Changes in engine length and engine
radius at the afterburner have much less bearing on the dependent variables.
Summarizing observations from Table 2.6, one concludes that, with respect to the
missions evaluated, HPC design efficiency and HPC design pressure ratio should both be
increased to the maximum end of their operating regions while TT4 should be decreased to a
minimum. Obviously, decreasing engine dimensions, especially engine radius at the fan, and
decreasing engine weight without affecting engine performance will enhance mission
performance. Changing engine bypass ratio, design point flight conditions, or design
airflow has little effect on mission results. The effects of an increase in TT7 should be
investigated further to determine the reality of the benefits reflected in Table 2.6.
2.6 Chapter Summary
A sophisticated variable cycle engine deck (NNEP) and its appended weight analysis
program (WATE-2), along with the mission simulation program (PWSIM) have been
modified to run on a Digital Microvax computer. Repeated runs of the cycle deck/weight
analysis code, one run for each engine operating point, provide the user with a description of
the uninstalled engine in an industry standard "Mark12" format. This uninstalled engine deck
is the interface between the cycle deck and the mission simulation program and is the vehicle
by which changes in engine component performance are transmitted to the airframe/engine
combination of interest. Along with the uninstalled engine deck, a user defined mission
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profile and a user selected aircraft data base become inputs to the mission simulation
program. Output from the mission simulation program contains overall mission analysis in
the form of duration of flight, fuel consumed, and distance traveled as well as individual
mission segment analysis containing SFC, thrust available, fuel consumed, and time of
segment. Thus, a process has been developed by which the impact of actively stabilized
axial compressors on aircraft mission performance may be analyzed.
Parameter sensitivity analyses performed on both the cycle deck and the mission
simulation program as a partial verification of proper program operation show the global
effects of small changes in the design values of selected independent variables when varied
independently and one at a time. Of the independent variables evaluated, only an increase in
high pressure compressor efficiency provided "across the board" benefits in both
evaluations. Adjustments in high pressure compressor pressure ratio and turbine inlet
temperature reveal themselves to be potentially beneficial to both engine and mission
performance as well.
CHAPTER 3 BASELINE DEVELOPMENT
As mentioned in Chapter 2, an assumption made early in this research was that the
reference engine was developed specifically for use in the tactical fighter airframe and that the
engine/airframe combination would perform missions commensurate with the role of an
advanced tactical fighter with an unaugmented supersonic cruise capability. Ideally then,
active control schemes could be applied to the reference engine and the effects on the tactical
fighter's mission performance could be examined. However, due to the lack of necessary
reference engine information, such as component performance maps and component
geometry, applying active control schemes to the reference engine through the use of the
cycle deck could not de done correctly. Instead a baseline engine was developed (using
educated guesses and iteration) which nearly reproduces the net performance (uninstalled
engine deck) of the reference engine.
3.1 The Reference Engine
The reference engine is a two-spool, mixed flow, afterburning turbofan engine. It has
an augmented design thrust of 26,900 pounds, a combustor exit temperature of 3460 degrees
Rankine, and an overall pressure ratio of 25. The reference engine was based on Boeing
studies of the tactical fighter concept [3.1]. Reference engine cycle and basic geometry
characteristics are contained in Table 3.1. The Mach numbers and altitudes at which
reference engine data was provided are depicted in Figure 3.1 and the entire uninstalled
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engine deck is included in [3.1]. Figure 3.2 summarizes the reference engine performance at
36089 feet. The "Thrust Required" line of Figure 3.2 was generated using the reference
engine/tactical fighter airframe combination and the mission simulation program (PWSIM).
3.2 Reference Engine Data Match
Thus, effort was focused on generating an engine which resembled, as closely as
possible, the characteristics of the reference engine and had the ability to incorporate actively
stabilized compressors. All of the engines of Table 3.1, excepting the reference engine, were
generated with the cycle deck (NNEP) and the sample component maps of Figures 2.2-2.5.
The data match process consisted of inserting best estimates of reference engine variable
values to the cycle deck input list and then "tuning" the remaining variables until the cycle
deck output matched the reference engine uninstalled engine data.
The NNEP Sample Engine of Table 3.1 (a test case for code verification) was
circumstantially similar to the reference engine, but was not a close enough match to consider
for use. Iterationl, was developed by changing the NNEP Sample Engine inputs to reflect
reference engine design airflow and pressure ratio. TT4 and TT7 were then increased to
match the reference engine design thrust. The design point parameter values of Iteration2 and
Iteration3 were identical to those of Iteration 1. Differences in Iteration versions one through
three occurred only at off-design flight conditions and were due to changes in the uninstalled
engine deck construction process. Taking a different approach, Iteration4 was developed by
changing the NNEP Sample inputs to reflect reference engine design values of T4 and TT7
and then using component pressure ratio and efficiencies as the variable parameters.
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Additionally, the Iteration4 engine differs from the NNEP Sample and all other Iteration
versions in design point flight conditions. The Iteration4 design point is at Mach number 0.9
and an altitude of 36089 feet. The NNEP Sample and all other Iteration versions have a sea
level static (takeoff conditions) design point.
The Iteration3 and Iteration4 engines were compared to the reference engine graphically
in Figures 3.3-3.7. Appendix B contains information on the process used to directly
compare the reference engine corrected airflow data which incorporated a military
specification inlet pressure recovery (MIL-E-5008B) to the Iteration3 and Iteration4
uncorrected airflow data generated by the cycle deck. Figures 3.3-3.6 show that both
Iteration3 and Iteration4 data agree well with reference engine data. The largest percentage
differences occur in thrust and airflow at low level, high Mach number and in military power
SFC at high altitude, low Mach number. For flight conditions encountered in a typical
high-low-high combat mission (see Figures 2.9 and 2.10), Iteration3 and Iteration4 data
varies less than five percent from reference engine data.
Only in the data for SFC at maximum power was there an appreciable discrepancy
between the reference engine and the baseline candidates. Figure 3.7 shows that although
the Iteration4 data agrees with reference data to approximately five percent, the Iteration3 data
differs from reference data by approximately ten percent at all flight conditions. At this point
an option would have been to select the Iteration4 as the baseline engine but Figures 3.3-3.7
have shown that, with the exception of maximum power SFC, Iteration3 data, generally,
compares more favorably with reference engine data than does that of Iteration4. For this
reason, the afterburning characteristics of Iteration3 were adjusted to draw the maximum
power SFC data toward that of the reference engine.
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The last iteration, Baseline, was the product of the afterburner adjustment to Iteration3.
Figures 3.8-3.12 compare the Baseline and Iteration4 engines to the reference engine.
Figures 3.8-3.11 are virtually identical to Figures 3.3-3.6, as they should be, since the
objective was to change only the maximum power SFC data of Iteration3. Figure 3.12
shows that Baseline data agrees very closely (within five percent at all flight conditions) with
the reference engine data. Basing a selection on the proximity of engine data to that of the
reference engine, examining Figures 3.8-3.12 shows that the Baseline engine should be
selected over the Iteration4 engine as the baseline for the implementation of actively
controlled engine components. Figure 3.13 summarizes Baseline performance at 36089 feet
and is included for comparison to Figure 3.2.
3.3 The Baseline Aircraft and Missions
The baseline aircraft was produced by mating the tactical fighter airframe, presented
graphically in Figure 2.8 and numerically in Table 3.2, with two Baseline engines whose
component design values and performance are illustrated in Table 2.4 and Figures 3.8-3.13.
Two-dimensional, external compression inlets were centerline mounted underneath the wing
and designed for Mach 2 operation. Engine nozzles were of the two-dimensional,
convergent-divergent variety and were arranged side by side in a closely spaced aft-body
configuration. The nozzles vary in area to accommodate augmented engine operation.
The baseline aircraft, flying the variable radius mission profile of Figure 2.9, exhibits
the mission performance illustrated in Figure 3.14. This figure shows that a forty thousand
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pound (TOGW) baseline aircraft has a combat radius of 887 nautical miles. The fixed range
mission profile of Figure 2.10 "sizes" the baseline aircraft to determine the dimensions and
weight of the smallest/lightest aircraft capable of completing the entire profile. Figure 3.15
illustrates mission "Fixpro", a fixed range mission made up of segment lengths which just
allow the baseline aircraft to fly the profile and be "sized" to forty thousand pounds; the
TOGW that was used for the variable radius mission. In Chapter 5, both the Sample
(variable radius) and Fixpro (fixed range) missions are used to compare the performance of
aircraft modified by actively stabilized compressors to the performance of the baseline
aircraft.
3.4 Chapter Summary
Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of a series of engines developed in an attempt
to reproduce the uninstalled characteristics of the reference engine. Baseline closely
resembles the reference engine in size, weight, and performance (see Figures 3.8-3.12). For
those flight conditions encountered in typical high-low-high combat mission profiles, there is
less than five percent variation in airflow, specific fuel consumption and net thrust between
reference engine data and Baseline engine data. The Baseline engine described in this chapter
was used to formulate the results and conclusions detailed in Chapter 5. For the research
described in Chapter 6, however, the reader should note that the Baseline engine was
modified by replacing the sample high pressure compressor performance map of Figure 2.3
with the performance map presented in Figure C.1.
Baseline engines coupled with the tactical fighter airframe make up the baseline aircraft.
The baseline aircraft, whose characteristics are outlined in Table 3.2 has a range of 887
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nautical miles when flying the variable radius "Sample" mission (Figure 3.14) and is sized to
a takeoff gross weight of forty thousand pounds when flying the fixed range "Fixpro"
mission (Figure 3.15). The baseline aircraft and missions are referenced in the work of
subsequent chapters of this text.
CHAPTER 4 SIMULATING ACTIVELY STABILIZED COMPRESSORS
The models and the simulation process required to analyze the global effects of design
changes in engine components were described in Chapter 2. The baseline engine, aircraft,
and missions to be used in the comparison of the mission performance of aircraft equipped
with engines containing actively stabilized compressors to the performance of aircraft
without active compressor stabilization were defined in Chapter 3. The logical process for
active stabilization analysis should then be to adjust cycle deck inputs to reflect active
stabilization implementation, generate uninstalled engine data (for engines with actively
stabilized compressors), "fly" the baseline missions using actively controlled engines in the
baseline airframe and then compare mission results to those of the baseline aircraft. This will
be done in subsequent chapters. In this chapter, however, the reader is asked to "step back"
and examine some key definitions and concepts essential to the understanding of (1) the
adaptation of cycle deck inputs to reflect active compressor stabilization, and (2) the
motivation for employing actively stabilized compressors in the engines of tactical fighters.
4.1 Rotating Stall and Surge
Rotating stall and surge are terms commonly associated with instability phenomena in
compression systems. Both types of instability are an end result of stall and are characterized
by large drops in engine performance resulting from extreme fluctuations in mass flow and
pressure rise. From a structural standpoint, both instabilities can have catastrophic effects on
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compressor blading due to associated high stress levels and are therefore unacceptable
operating conditions. In addition, the resulting loss of thrust can cripple an aircraft during
critical phases of flight. Greitzer [4.1] [4.2], describes axial compressor instabilities in
detail.
Rotating stall results from a grouping of stalled diffuser passages, each created by the
separation of flow from the walls of the ducts formed by the parallel blades of the
compressor. Groups of stalled passages, of various physical dimensions, rotate around the
circumference of the compressor with approximately constant rotational speed. If the
compressor is near design speed and the group of stalled passageways has grown to cover a
majority of the compressor annulus from blade root to tip, rotating stall, generally thought of
as a localized instability, may trigger the more global instability known as surge.
Surge is characterized by large amplitude, low frequency oscillations of annulus
averaged mass flow and system pressure rise. Generally a one-dimensional, system type of
instability, surge affects the entire engine rather than only the parameters of the compressor
as is usually the case in rotating stall. However, since the localized instability (rotating stall)
may trigger surge, the engine may host one or both phenomena at any given time with
equally unacceptable consequences.
Engine designers attempt to avoid instability by ensuring that an engine operates well
within the boundaries of pressure rise and mass flow defined by a compressor's stall
characteristics. The limit of stability of axisymmetric flow is depicted graphically as a stall
(surge) line connecting the endpoints of the speed lines charted on a compressor performance
map.
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4.2 Typical Compressor Performance Maps
Figure 4.1 shows a typical high pressure ratio compressor performance map.
Traditionally compressor performance is plotted as total pressure ratio (along the vertical
axis) versus some form of corrected mass or weight flow (along the horizontal axis) at
different corrected rotational speeds. Corrected parameters are used to allow depiction of the
compressor's characteristics for all flight conditions on a single map. This involves
referencing temperature and pressure to standard values; in this case sea level conditions.
The slope of the lines of constant speed usually give some indication as to the type of
compressor. Steep speed lines at the higher values of constant corrected speed are usually
indicative of high Mach number devices. Adding stages to a compressor tends to steepen the
lines of constant corrected speed which is one reason why the speed lines of Figure 2.3
appear more vertical than those of Figure 2.2.
The dashed lines of Figure 4.1 are lines of constant adiabatic efficiency, where
adiabatic efficiency is defined as the ratio of the ideal work required to achieve a given
pressure ratio to the actual work required to achieve the same pressure ratio. The reader
should note that the design point does not usually fall in the region of maximum efficiency.
In some cases this is because the designer has attempted to place the cruise condition(s)
operating point(s) as close to maximum efficiency as possible.
Also depicted in Figure 4.1 is the surge (stall) line which marks the upper limit of stable
operation for the given compressor. Steady operation above the surge line is impossible and
crossing the line even momentarily is dangerous to the engine and aircraft as per the previous
I
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discussion on rotating stall and surge. The proximity of the operating line to the surge line
determines an engine's ability to safely tolerate inlet distortion due to temperature and
pressure variations. It is this margin of safety, the surge (stall) margin which sometimes
forces designers to move operating lines away from the region of maximum performance;
that is, to sacrifice performance for stability.
4.3 Surge Margin
A myriad of physical phenomena, acting independently or simultaneously, may be
responsible for the sudden shift of a compressor's operating line toward the surge line and its
associated instability. Thrust augmenter sequencing, inlet flow distortion due to high angle
of attack maneuvering or gun gas ingestion, compressor mechanical damage including blade
erosion and the effects of foreign body ingestion, and changes in tip and axial clearance due
to engine speed transients might each be the proverbial "straw" that causes a compressor's
operating point to transgress the surge line into surge or rotating stall. To cope with these
destabilizing phenomena, compressor designers specify a quantity known as the surge (stall)
margin.
There are many ways of defining surge margin. Figure 4.2 illustrates three possible
definitions. Figure 4.2(a) shows a very simple way to define surge margin;
SM=(PRS-PR)/PR, where PR is the pressure ratio at the operating point and PRS is the
pressure ratio at the intersection of the speed line and the surge line. According to this
definition, the surge margin will vary only slightly for operating points which happen to lie
along a speed line whose slope is nearly horizontal. Figure 4.2(b) shows surge margin
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defined by the same equation as that of Figure 4.2(a) but now PRS is the pressure ratio at the
surge line for a corrected mass flow equal to that of the operating point. This definition, used
by Pratt & Whitney [4.4], seems inappropriate for compressor operation at a single corrected
speed since the corrected speed for points on the surge line will be higher than that for the
points with the same mass flow located on the operating line. Figure 4.2(c) shows the surge
margin definition used by the cycle deck of this study and throughout the remainder of this
text; SM=[(PRS/PR)*(W/WS)]-1. Here W is the mass (weight) flow at the operating point
while WS is the mass (weight) flow at the intersection of the speed line and the surge line.
This seems a more logical definition since it takes into account the change in corrected mass
flow brought about by some throttling process which moves an operating point toward the
surge line. Other definitions are possible.
From [4.5] and [4.6] the author has concluded that a surge margin of about twenty-five
percent would be normal for a multistage compressor of a turbojet or low bypass ratio
turbofan. This surge margin might be distributed to account for the various causes of flow
instability as depicted in Figure 4.3. In the Adaptive Engine Control System (ADECS) study
[4.5], the fan operating line of a single F- 100 EMD engine was moved toward the surge line,
via a variable area nozzle, during non-demanding portions of the flight profile. This shift of
the operating line consumed some of the region labeled as "usable surge margin" and
exchanged excess stability for benefits in mission performance.
Figure 4.3 shows that the surge margin can be increased by either shifting the operating
line or by shifting the surge line. In order to shift the operating line to achieve an increase in
surge margin, the engine designer or operator must accept a shift away from maximum
pressure rise and efficiency. Clearly this is unattractive. The goal then should be to shift the
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surge line up and away from the operating line in order to increase the usable surge margin of
Figure 4.3. Active stabilization does just that.
4.4 Performance Maps of Actively Stabilized Compressors
The ability to shift the position of the surge line at will would be a tremendous aid to
axial compressor designers. Stall line shifts would allow the operating line to be positioned
to take advantage of regions of maximum performance while maintaining the required surge
margin. In engines where the operating line is already placed in the optimum region of the
performance map, an upward shift of the surge line would provide extra surge margin.
Designers could take advantage of this additional margin of safety in a variety of ways. Extra
surge margin might translate into growth in afterburner operating area due to relaxed
augmenter sequencing constraints, increased engine life due to more tolerant tip and axial
clearance specifications within the compressor or greater maneuvering ability at high angles
of attack due to increased tolerance of inlet flow distortion. Clearly, the potential benefits of
actively controlling a compressor's surge line are many in number and vary greatly in their
effect on mission performance.
In order to examine the mission performance effects of closed loop compression
systems created through feedback control there must exist a way to transmit the performance
of these actively controlled compressors to the model of analysis. The vehicle used to carry
the performance information is, quite obviously, the compressor or fan performance map.
As in Figure 1.2, simply moving the surge line up and to the left can reflect the incorporation
of active control. However, to quantitatively evaluate mission performance one must know
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(1) how much active stabilization increases the surge margin, (2) how speed line slope differs
in the operating region made available by active stabilization, and (3) how active stabilization
affects compressor efficiency.
Epstein et al. [4.7] suggest that increases of twenty percent in an axial compressor's
range of stable flow may be realized with relatively little control power and control authority
required. It is not unreasonable to assume then that some form of active compressor
stabilization could add an additional twenty percent to the existing surge margin. Figure 4.4
shows the compressor performance map of Figure 2.3 with a surge margin extension of
twenty percentage points. From the design point, using the definition of Figure 4.2(c), the
uncontrolled surge margin measures approximately twenty-seven percent. With the shift of
the surge line, the surge margin, measured from the same point, equals forty-seven percent.
Assuming that Figure 4.4 is the compressor map for the engine of an advanced tactical fighter
requiring twenty-five percent surge margin, the shaded region of the map is that area of the
operating region made available by active compressor stabilization.
It has probably occurred to the reader that in order to position the "surge line with active
control" of Figure 4.4, in accordance with the chosen definition of surge margin, the author
was forced to make an assumption as to the behavior of speed lines when they are extended
by the introduction of active stabilization. This, in fact, is true and the assumption was that
speed lines exhibit no discontinuities and bend toward the horizontal (and possibly even past
horizontal) in the direction of decreasing mass flow. This assumption is based on evidence
from experiments conducted on low speed compressors in rotating stall [4.4]. The reader
will note that the speed line assumption yields no information as to the rate of change of
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speed line slope. Thus the speed lines of Figure 4.4 may bend much more sharply toward
the horizontal than depicted. Since the rate of change of speed line slope is unknown, the
effects of active control on mission performance must be approximated by the examination of
two types of compressor performance maps, steep line HPC maps and shallow line HPC
maps. The first type of map, that of steep speed lines which bend very little toward the
horizontal is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5, constructed in part from data in [4.8],
illustrates the second type of map where the speed lines bend severely toward, and past, the
horizontal. In Figure 4.5 the surge margin without active stabilization is approximately
thirteen percent. With the addition of an extra sixty-five percent of surge margin, the actively
controlled margin measures seventy-eight percent. The shaded area of Figure 4.5 depicts the
additional available operating area (assuming a thirteen percent surge margin requirement) if
the surge line could be actively controlled to its position at the left of the graph.
Both Figures 4.4 and 4.5 depict adiabatic efficiency curves for the actively stabilized
operating region. Like the speed lines, these curves were assumed to continue smoothly as
they extend beyond the surge line. Pinsley [4.9], presents data from a centrifugal
compressor which shows that there are no efficiency "cliffs" as the efficiency contours
extend into the actively stabilized operating region. No similar data exists for the case of
actively stabilized axial compressors.
4.5 Chapter Summary
A generally localized flow instability known as rotating stall, if severe enough, can
trigger a more global flow instability known as surge. Both phenomena can, at best,
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seriously erode engine performance, and in the worst case scenario can cause catastrophic
structural damage to the engine and aircraft. Conditions which promote these instabilities are
approached as the operating point nears the stall (surge) line of a compressor performance
map. A margin of safety, the surge margin, separates the operating line from the surge line
and often prevents the compressor from operating at peak performance. Through the
incorporation of feedback control, the position of the surge line for a given compressor map
may be shifted upward. This shift allows the operating line to shift upward as well, while
maintaining the required surge margin. With this shift, the operating line is now in a region
of higher pressure ratio and, often, a region of greater adiabatic efficiency. Increases in
engine performance can be substantial.
In order to quantify the benefits of active compressor stabilization, performance maps
reflecting a surge line shift are digitized for input to the cycle deck. Unfortunately, the rate of
change of speed line slope is unknown and two types of compressor performance maps must
be examined to bracket active stabilization effects on mission performance. Examination of
the first type of map reveals the effects of active stabilization when the extensions of the
speed lines into the stabilized operating region are steeply sloped. The second type of
performance map allows the investigation of the potential benefits of active stabilization when
the extensions of the speed lines into the stabilized operating region bend sharply toward, or
even past, the horizontal. These two types of compressor performance maps are examined
separately in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
CHAPTER 5 POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF ACTIVE STABILIZATION IN
STEEP SPEED LINE COMPRESSORS
As explained in Chapter 4, quantifying the effects of active stabilization in compressor
sections is difficult due to the current lack of accurate information on the behavior of
compressor characteristics in the extended operating region created by feedback control. In
the region of interest, the lines of constant speed on a compressor performance map may
bend only slightly toward the pressure axis indicating large rises in pressure for relatively
small decreases in weight flow. On the other hand, the speed lines of the expanded operating
region may bend quite sharply toward the pressure axis, indicating large decreases in weight
flow for only small increases, or even decreases, in pressure rise. Figures 4.4 and 4.5,
respectively, illustrate the two types of compressors. The performance benefits of actively
stabilized, steep (speed) line, high pressure compressors, those having performance map
speed lines which portray large pressure increases for relatively small decreases in weight
flow, are the subject matter of this chapter. The following discussion investigates, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, the relative merits of two active stabilization implementation
alternatives; 1) using the expanded operating area to optimize design point parameters with
respect to mission performance benefits and 2) increasing aircraft performance by using the
expanded operating area to reduce component weight.
5.1 Active Stabilization of the Baseline Engine High Pressure Compressor
Figure 5.1 shows the high pressure compressor performance map of the Baseline
engine. This map was created from the sample HPC performance map of Figure 2.3 and
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differs only in efficiency and pressure ratio values which have been scaled to reflect Baseline
design point parameter values. Part of the cycle deck input, the map of Figure 5.1 provides a
way to show changes in compressor performance due to active stabilization implementation.
Extension of the map to illustrate the performance of an actively stabilized compressor is
accomplished by adjusting the digitized tables which represent the performance maps in the
format required for input to the cycle deck. Appendix D contains more detail on the
performance map extension process.
Figure 5.2 depicts the Baseline HPC map with an extended operating area created by
active stabilization employment. The surge margin, as defined in Figure 4.3(c) and measured
from the design point, now has a value of 44 percent (an increase of 20 percentage points
over that of the compressor without active stabilization.) In the light of results of early active
control experimentation (see discussion in 4.4), the magnitude of this surge line shift seems
realistic or even conservative. As can be seen in Figure 5.2 the speed lines are extended in a
smooth and continuous manner into the new operating region and their slope decreases only
slightly with the extension. In a like manner, the efficiency contours of the new operating
region are assumed to be smooth and exhibit no significant changes in trend.
As a result of the surge line shift shown in Figure 5.2, a new operating region is
available. The designer must now decide how to best take advantage of the potential benefits
offered by this increase. That is, he must weigh the relative merits of a number of active
stabilization implementation alternatives and determine which alternative or combination of
alternatives best utilizes the expanded operating area.
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5.2 Active Stabilization Considerations in the Engine Matching Process
Four active stabilization implementation alternatives are discussed in the introduction of
this text. The first of these alternatives, the topic of this section, deals with the preliminary
design optimization of a component's design point variable values (engine matching.) The
engine matching process must now consider the potential benefits associated with active
compressor stabilization.
5.2.1 Motivation for Parametric Study of Design Point Variable Values
During the engine matching process a large sampling of possible component design
point locations are examined and evaluated as part of an optimization process which must
include such factors as performance (hopefully with respect to a specific mission or type of
mission), cost and manufacturing capabilities. With the inclusion of active compressor
stabilization this optimization process becomes even larger in scope due to the expansion in
available compressor operating area. The design point may now be located in areas that were
previously restricted due to the surge margin required by the aircraft. This expanded
operating area is one of higher pressure ratio and may often be one of higher efficiency as
well. Such is the case in the study discussed in this section.
The text of this section examines the differences in aircraft mission performance
resulting from the evaluation of only two of the large number of possible design point
locations for the high pressure compressor (Figure 5.2) of an engine for an advanced tactical
fighter. The point of the study is to demonstrate that for at least some steep line, actively
stabilized compressors, a design point location which falls within the expanded operating
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area yields benefits in mission performance. Therefore, the engine matching process must
consider active stabilization implementation to correctly determine the optimum performance
map location of the design point.
5.2.2 Parametric Study Technique and Results
Figure 5.3 depicts the location of two possible design points on the performance map
of the actively stabilized HPC of Figure 5.2. Point A of Figure 5.3 is the location of a design
point which coincides with the original design point location for the high pressure
compressor of the Baseline engine (a compressor without active stabilization.) Point B is the
location of a design point which maintains the same 24 percent surge margin value required
by the advanced tactical fighter but now with active control. Note that in a shift from A to B,
both pressure rise and efficiency have increased significantly while weight flow has
decreased only slightly. Also note that design Point B lies on the portion of the performance
map which existed prior to active stabilization implementation. That is, any performance
benefits realized by locating the design point at Point B, as opposed to Point A, are
independent of all assumptions dealing with the behavior of the compressor characteristics
beyond the original surge line. This, of course, is true only because the surge line shift was
not large enough to allow the increase in surge margin to be larger than the surge margin
required.
For illustrative purposes, assume that Point B lies in the expanded operating area
created by active stabilization of a high pressure compressor. Then the values of PR, A, and
W associated with B are based on the speed line assumptions of 4.4 (unlike the example of
Figure 5.3.) Since the performance parameter values of a design point located at Point B
would then be based on little more than educated guesses, it seems reasonable to examine the
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potential performance benefits of a design point shift from A to B by letting the design
parameters (PR, 1l and W) change independently.
Since a design point located at Point A of Figure 5.3 reflects the design point location
of the Baseline engine HPC, the change in mission performance resulting from changing the
design point location to Point B may be evaluated by directly comparing the mission
performance of the baseline aircraft to that of an aircraft whose HPCs have a design point
located at Point B. Tables 5.1 through 5.3 present the changes in baseline mission
performance when the engines of the baseline aircraft are modified to incorporate design
point parameter changes made possible by the use of active stabilization (see 3.3 for
descriptions of the baseline aircraft and missions.) As in the parameter sensitivity analysis of
2.5.2, values for mission radius are obtained from the variable radius (Sample) mission and
values for takeoff gross weight, operating weight and total wetted area are contained in the
output of the fixed range (Fixpro) mission. All deltas are expressed as the percentage change
from the Baseline (design point at Point A) value. Table 5.1 assumes that only the specified
design point parameter changes from the baseline value. The data of Table 5.2 allows for the
changes in engine weight and size which would accompany the specified design point
parameter changes. The data of Table 5.3 assumes that all parameters change at once and
accounts for the weight of active stabilization implementation as well as the weight changes
resulting from the changes in design point parameter values.
The data of Table 5.1 shows that if only a single parameter is allowed to change (any
associated weight changes are neglected), an upward shift in PR (to its Point B value) has the
greatest mission performance benefit. The "Simultaneous Change Case" allows all of the
parameters to change (still neglecting weight changes) to their respective Point B values as
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depicted on the performance map of Figure 5.3. This case has a special significance in this
specific example since Point B actually lies on that section of the performance map where the
flow characteristics are known rather than assumed.
The data of Table 5.2 incorporates the changes in engine weight (as calculated by the
weight analysis code) which would result from the indicated changes in design point
parameter values. Table 5.2 illustrates the fact that when the associated weight changes are
taken into account, the benefits of a change in efficiency outweigh the benefits of a change in
any other single parameter.
The effects of the added engine weight created by the implementation of active
stabilization are included in the data of Table 5.3. The weight of adding variable stators to a
compressor stage is approximately equal to half the weight of the compressor stage itself
[5.1]. The author has assumed that the weight of actively stabilizing a compressor would be
twice that of adding variable stators or roughly the weight of a single stage of the
compressor. Of course, this depends on 1) the method of control employed (air bleed, vane
wiggling, etc.), 2) the amount of control employed (control of a single stage or control of
multiple stages) and 3) when the active control is employed (technological advances in
instrumentation and actuators would decrease the size and weight of each.) For the data of
Table 5.3, the additional weight of active control equals twenty pounds, which is the average
weight of a single stage of the Baseline engine HPC.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are the variable radius (Sample) and fixed range (Fixpro) mission
summaries from which the data of Table 5.3 was extracted. They are included for
comparison to Figures 3.14 and 3.15, the Sample and Fixpro mission summaries for the
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baseline aircraft. Figure 5.6 compares the size of the baseline aircraft to that of the tactical
fighter airframe equipped with two engines containing actively stabilized HPCs whose design
points are located at Point B of Figure 5.3. Both aircraft carry the same payload and
complete the Fixpro mission with the same fuel reserves. The smaller aircraft in Figure 5.6
reflects the data of Figure 5.5 and includes the additional weight of active stabilization
implementation. The figure illustrates a difference in total wetted area of 8.1 percent which is
significant for two reasons. First, production costs are generally proportional to aircraft size
and weight (the calculations of the Cost code use engine weight as a primary determinant of
engine cost [5.2].) Second, in-flight visibility, a function of aircraft size, relates directly to a
tactical fighter's survivability. The reader must also consider that active stabilization was
applied only to the high pressure compressors of the engines in the aircraft of Figures 5.4
and 5.5. Applying active stabilization to the fan/low pressure compressor section of the
engine would certainly increase the size differential depicted in Figure 5.6.
Tables 5.1-5.3 and Figures 5.4-5.6 show clearly that for the compressor of Figure 5.3
a design point located at Point B is more desirable (with respect to the performance of the
specific mission analyzed) than the original design point, Point A. Thus, for this actively
stabilized, steep line compressor locating the design point in the expanded operating area
made available by active stabilization yields benefits in mission performance. Similar
benefits in mission performance should be expected in the application of active stabilization to
compressors whose design point was placed below the region of maximum performance
solely to meet the aircraft surge margin requirements. The unfortunate designers of such
compressors will find active stabilization especially attractive.
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5.3 Using Active Compressor Stabilization to Reduce Engine Weight/Size
The second active stabilization implementation alternative discussed in the introduction
of this text deals with the use of active stabilization techniques to reduce a compressor's, and
as a result the engine's, size and weight. This section examines the potential benefits (in
terms of aircraft mission performance) of using active stabilization to reduce the size and
weight of the Baseline engine containing the HPC of Figure 5.3. The results of this study
are compared to the results of Section 5.2 to determine the relative merits of the two active
stabilization implementation alternatives.
5.3.1 Motivation for Size/Weight Reduction Study
The sensitivity analysis summarized in Table 2.6 showed that engine radius at the fan
and bare engine weight rank as the second and third most important determinants of mission
performance. With this in mind, the motivation for reducing engine weight and size is
obvious. What is not obvious is whether it is more beneficial, in terms of mission
performance, to use active stabilization techniques to, 1) increase engine performance (as in
the study of Section 5.2) or, 2) reduce engine size/weight (as in the study of this section.)
Actually the designer's problem is even more complex since the two alternatives are not
mutually exclusive. The designer must determine the most beneficial course of action on a
case by case basis.
In a steep line compressor like that of Figure 5.3 active stabilization allows an increase
in pressure ratio for a given surge line shift. That is, active stabilization gives the designer
the freedom to increase the pressure ratio per stage by either turning the flow faster (increase
tip speed) or turning the flow more (change in stage blading.) For a given compressor
,1(ee
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pressure ratio, the designer, due to the allowable increase in pressure ratio per stage, can
build an actively stabilized compressor with fewer stages than its counterpart without active
stabilization. Or, put another way, the designer may now trade increases in surge margin for
reductions in compressor size/weight. Depending on the weight of active stabilization
hardware, the actively stabilized compressor could represent significant reductions in engine
size/weight and the question becomes how the designer might quantify the benefits of the
lighter, smaller, actively stabilized compressor.
5.3.2 Size/Weight Reduction Study Technique and Results
Compressor weight is determined within the weight analysis portion of the cycle deck
by a stage-by-stage mechanical design procedure. The WATE-2 process for compressor
weight calculation is described in detail in [5.3]. The weight analysis code uses the
thermodynamic output of the cycle deck in conjunction with a second set of user input which
is independent of the input required by the cycle deck (see Appendix A for a sample of the
WATE-2 input.) Table 5.4 lists the required compressor design value inputs. From the
table, one can see that the weight analysis code user can completely specify the compressor
geometry and at least partially controls the materials used in compressor construction.
The weight analysis code requires the compressor total enthalpy change, which is
stored during the cycle deck calculations. The work per stage is assumed constant and the
number of stages, unless it is a user-specified quantity, is determined by iterating until the
pressure ratio for the first stage is equal to or less than the specified maximum. If the number
of stages is specified the equal work per stage assumption is retained and the allowable
pressure ratio is ignored. The weight analysis code then determines the first stage blade tip
speed from the statistical trend-curve of Figure 5.7(a). The first stage flow area is
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determined by the specified Mach number and by the corrected airflow from the cycle data.
Compressor RPM and shaft speed are then determined by dividing the tip speed from Figure
5.7(a) by the calculated stage radius. The shaft speed is used later in the weight calculation
of downstream components. Turbine blade pull stress and turbine radius ratio are typical
by-products of shaft speed determination. Compressor weight calculations proceed, a stage
at a time, by first determining rotor blade volume and weight and then calculating blade pull
stress, disc stress and disc volume. The weight of connecting hardware, stators, and case
are then estimated, summed and added to the weight of the rotor blades and discs to give the
total component weight.
Of those inputs included in Table 5.3, the one which most readily reflects technological
advances is the maximum allowable first stage pressure ratio. Just increasing this parameter,
however, will not accurately predict the reduction in compressor weight possible through the
use of active stabilization. From Figure 5.7(a) and the component weight calculations of the
weight analysis code discussed above, one can see that increasing the maximum allowable
surge pressure ratio increases blade tip speed and shaft speed which in turn increases the
weight of the shaft and any components attached to it. Adding weight to downstream
components is not one of the side-effects of active control. Actively stabilizing a compressor
allows an increase in the average pressure rise per stage without increasing the blade tip
speed. This implies more turning per blade row or higher efficiency. Thus, Figure 5.7(a)
should show a family of curves to describe the effects of active stabilization, as in Figure
5.7(b). That is, the more the surge line is shifted up the more the curve of Figure 5.7(b) is
shifted to the right, allowing pressure ratio increases proportional to the amount of control
without affecting the blade tip speed.
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The magnitude of the shift of the curve in Figure 5.7(b) can be determined by relating
the maximum allowable first stage pressure ratio input (reflects level of technology) to the
number of compressor stages required to produce a given pressure ratio (also reflects level of
technology.) The following discussion illustrates this relationship by estimating the weight
reduction possible for the application of active stabilization to the HPC of the Baseline
engine.
In Figure 5.3, the surge line shift of the Baseline HPC allows an increase in pressure
ratio from 7.0 at Point A (without stabilization), to a pressure ratio of 8.0 at Point B (with
stabilization.) The designer wants to trade this potential increase in pressure ratio for a
reduction in compressor weight. Therefore, a weight estimate for an actively stabilized
compressor with a pressure ratio of 7.0 is needed. This demands that the value of the
pressure ratio at Point A must be found for the for the case where the pressure ratio at Point
B equals 7.0. This value can be derived from equations used within the cycle deck which
calculate PR from known R values and scale factors. Simple algebra then reveals that the
desired PR at Point A should be 6.2. This value is then used as the design point pressure
ratio and, keeping all other design point parameter values constant, the cycle deck and weight
analysis calculations are performed. The output of the weight analysis code gives the number
of stages an actively stabilized compressor should require to achieve a PR of seven. Table
5.5(a) gives the engine weight summary for the uncontrolled Baseline engine. Table 5.5(b)
was computed with an allowable maximum first stage pressure ratio (reflects level of
technology) equal to 1.4 (the same value as that used in the Baseline HPC calculations.) The
HPC weight and size differences between Tables 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) are a rough estimate of
the dimensional gains of active stabilization application to the Baseline HPC. In Table
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5.5(b), only the HPC values are significant. Note that the number of HPC stages has been
reduced from eight in Table 5.5(a) to seven in Table 5.5(b).
The reduction in compressor stages required to produce a pressure ratio of 7.0 is then
related to the maximum allowable first stage pressure ratio. This is done by using the
original Baseline inputs to the cycle deck and weight analysis codes and incrementally
increasing the maximum allowable first stage pressure ratio. In this example the maximum
allowable first stage pressure ratio should be 1.45 to achieve the 7.0 PR in seven stages.
With the maximum allowable first stage pressure ratio as a known quantity, the curve of
Figure 5.7(c) is shifted by the amount which allows the blade tip speed to remain constant.
Finally, the Baseline inputs, with a maximum allowable first stage pressure ratio equal to
1.45 and the shifted pressure ratio versus blade tip speed curve of Figure 5.7(c), are used to
generate the component weight estimates of Table 5.5(c). Unlike Table 5.5(b), the shift of
the pressure ratio versus blade tip speed curve used in the production of Table 5.5(c)
produces accurate weight estimates for all components. Differences in compressor weight
and total engine weight made possible through active stabilization may be quantified by the
comparison of Table 5.5(a) to Table 5.5(c).
A 15.9 percent reduction in compressor weight and a 3.3 percent reduction in shaft
weight account for a 1.2 percent reduction in total engine weight. The total engine length is
reduced by 1.1 percent through the elimination of one compressor stage (compressor length
decreases from 9.26 inches to 8.24 inches or 11.02 percent.) It is now possible to make the
appropriate weight and size changes to the uninstalled engine deck of the Baseline engine
(performance of the smaller, actively stabilized engine is assumed identical to the Baseline
engine) and analyze the effects on mission performance of exchanging an increase in surge
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margin for a reduction in weight. The data presented in Table 5.6(a) was produced in the
manner of the data of Tables 5.1-5.3 and summarizes the results of the exchange.
In the weight estimation technique outlined above, the weight of the active stabilization
instrumentation, actuators, etc. was ignored. If the twenty pound active stabilization
"package" of section 5.2 is now taken into account, the data lines of Table 5.6(a) change to
appear as the data lines of Table 5.6(b). These results seem quite insignificant and, when
compared to the results of Section 5.2, indicate that the performance/weight exchange was a
poor design decision. One would expect more similarity between using the surge margin
increase to enhance performance and using the same surge margin increase to reduce weight.
The discrepancy is due, at least in part, to the way the efficiency increase produced by the
design point shift was handled. In the weight reduction technique discussed here the
potential gains in efficiency were ignored. From Table 2.6 one observes that efficiency has
greater impact, by far, on mission performance than any other design parameter.
To compare like quantities, the data of Table 5.6(a) should be investigated with respect
to the increased pressure ratio case of Table 5.2. This comparison is illustrated in Table
5.6(c). From Table 2.6 the reader will see that a one percent change in engine weight yields
nearly a one percent change in mission performance while a one percent change in HPC
pressure ratio gives less than half of one percent change in mission performance. Table
5.6(c) compares the mission performance benefits of a 14.3 percent increase in HPC
pressure ratio and the associated weight changes throughout the engine to the benefits of a
1.2 percent decrease in engine weight! The benefits would be similar only if the
implementation of active stabilization could change the engine weight by 6.4 percent which,
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in the case of the Baseline engine, translates to a 155 pound weight reduction. Table 5.5(a)
reveals that the HPC would have to be reduced to a weight of two pounds to produce such a
change!
Does this mean that for this type of mission a compressor designer should always take
the compressor performance benefits of active stabilization over the benefits of weight
reduction? The answer is no. In cases where the weight and size reduction available would
significantly affect the engine's overall dimensions, as in the case where active stabilization
application to the fan/LPC section affects the fan radius, mission performance would change
in accordance with the combined effects of a reduction in weight, length and radius (see
Table 2.6). These combined effects might well produce benefits which outweigh the benefits
produced by changes in design point parameter values.
5.4 Chapter Summary
Steep line compressors are those compressors which possess performance maps with
nearly vertical speed lines in the operating region created by the use of active stabilization.
This chapter investigated two of many possible ways to take advantage of the expanded
operating regions of steep line compressors. The first of these active stabilization
implementation alternatives involved the preliminary design of an actively stabilized HPC
and the necessary determination of the most beneficial (in terms of mission performance)
design point location. Only two design point locations were analyzed for a HPC whose
surge margin was expanded by 20 percentage points (see Figure 5.3). One of the points,
Point A, coincided with the design point of the Baseline engine's HPC (an HPC without
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active stabilization) and the second point, Point B, was located on the same speed line but
within the expanded operating region so as to just maintain the 24 percent required surge
margin. The mission performance benefits of locating the design point in the expanded
operating region created by the use of active stabilization were significant. "Across the
board" increases in mission performance of nearly 10 percent were realized when the mission
performance results obtained with a design point located at B were compared to those
obtained with a design point located at A.
The second active control implementation alternative involved the design of a HPC
section to exchange the increase in surge margin created by active stabilization
implementation for a reduction in compressor size and weight. Results using this technique
were less impressive than those of the design point location study for two reasons. First, the
effects of efficiency increases through the introduction of active stabilization were not
modeled. Second, the effects of a one percent increase in HPC pressure ratio on mission
performance are much greater than the effects of a one percent reduction in HPC weight. In
the Baseline example a 20 percentage point increase in surge margin may be used as a 14.3
percent increase in HPC pressure ratio or a 15.9 percent reduction in HPC weight. Although
this is a significant reduction in HPC weight it represents only a 1.2 percent reduction in
engine weight. In order to match the performance benefits of the HPC pressure ratio
increase, the engine weight reduction would have to be equal to 6.4 percent. If this
implementation alternative were applied where the effects would significantly alter the overall
engine dimensions (i.e. the fan/LPC section), the results would be much more favorable.
This chapter has examined two active stabilization implementation alternatives with
respect to steep line compressors; use of active stabilization in the preliminary design phase to
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optimize the compressor design point location with respect to mission performance and use
of active stabilization to reduce the size/weight of a compressor. Chapter 6 will investigate,
for comparison, these same two alternatives with respect to compressors having speed lines
with shallow slope in the expanded operating region created by active stabilization.
CHAPTER 6 POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF ACTIVE STABILIZATION IN
SHALLOW SPEED LINE COMPRESSORS
This chapter examines three active stabilization implementation alternatives as they
apply to shallow (speed) line compressors. Shallow line compressors are those whose
performance map speed lines bend sharply toward the pressure axis in the expanded
operating region created by active stabilization. The first section of this chapter describes a
design point location study which examines the potential benefits of actively stabilizing a
shallow line HPC during the preliminary design phase of an engine's development. By
comparing the mission performance which results from placing the HPC design point in the
actively stabilized operating region to the aircraft mission performance which results from
locating the design point in the performance map region accessible without active
stabilization, the preliminary designer can determine what potential gains might be realized
from active stabilization implementation.
The second section of this chapter analyzes active stabilization as an add-on feature to
an existing engine having a shallow line fan/LPC. This section adapts the ADECS technique
of making use of the aircraft's variable area exhaust nozzle to access regions of the fan/LPC
performance map which were formerly off limits due to surge margin requirements.
The last implementation alternative discussed in this chapter uses active stabilization in
an effort to reduce the engine weight/size of an advanced tactical fighter. This section
determines the conditions under which actively stabilizing a "supercruiser's" (an aircraft with
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a military power supersonic cruise capability) fan/LPC section would significantly reduce the
physical size of the engine.
The reader should be aware that the Baseline engine of this chapter is identical to the
Baseline engine of previous chapters with the exception of the high pressure compressor.
Detroit Diesel Allison's High-Flow Compressor [6.1] replaces the HPC of Figure 2.3 in this
chapter's Baseline engine to allow shallow line high pressure compressor analysis. The new
Baseline engine compares closely to the reference engine (see Appendix C and Chapter 3)
and is therefore well matched to the tactical fighter airframe. As in previous chapters,
reference to the Baseline aircraft is understood to refer to the Baseline/tactical fighter airframe
combination. The reader should also be aware that the shallow line compressor of interest in
the first section of this chapter is an extended (actively stabilized) version of the Allison
High-Flow Compressor. In the second and third sections of the chapter the compressor of
interest changes to an extended (actively stabilized) shallow line version of the fan/LPC of
Figure 2.2.
6.1 Using Active Stabilization to Optimize the Design Point Location
The first active stabilization implementation alternative discussed in the introduction of
this text, the topic of this section, deals with the preliminary design optimization of a
compressor's design point variable values. The work described in this section parallels that
of Section 5.2 but applies the analysis to shallow line compressors as opposed to the steep
line compressors of Chapter 5.
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6.1.1 Motivation for Design Point Location Study
This study is performed to determine if the mission performance benefits derived from
placing the design point of a steep line HPC in the expanded operating region created by
active stabilization (see Section 5.2) can be duplicated for the shallow line HPC case. As in
the steep line HPC case the introduction of active stabilization gives the designer the freedom
to place the compressor's design point in areas that were previously restricted due to the
surge margin required by the aircraft. The expanded operating area always encompasses a
region of increased pressure ratio. In this shallow line compressor the efficiency decreases in
the actively stabilized region which is different from the steadily increasing efficiency of the
steep line compressor example.
The text of this section examines qualitatively the differences in mission performance
resulting from the evaluation of three of the infinite number of possible design point locations
for the high pressure compressor of an engine for an advanced tactical fighter. A quantitative
examination of two of the possible design point locations, one inside the actively stabilized
region and the other in the region accessible without active stabilization, is performed in a
parametric study similar to that of Section 5.2.
6.1.2 Technique and Results of Design Point Location Study
The measured performance of Allison's High-Flow Compressor provided the
foundation for the construction of a performance map exhibiting the characteristics of a
shallow line compressor. (The details of the construction process are included in Appendix
C.) Figure 6.1 shows the HPC performance map for the Baseline engine. Design point A is
the compressor's original design point as determined by Allison [6.1] and allows for a small
surge margin of 9.9 percent when measured to the surge line without active stabilization.
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The surge line with active stabilization incorporates the shift required to add 20 percentage
points to the original surge margin of 9.9 percent in a manner similar to the performance map
extension of the Baseline HPC in Figure 5.2. Design point B is located to allow a surge
margin of 24 percent (measured from B to the surge line with active stabilization.) This is a
more reasonable value for a tactical fighter than the original 9.9 percent. Design point C is
located so as to maintain the original 9.9 percent surge margin (when measured from C to the
surge line) with active stabilization.
The parameter changes which take place in the shift of the design point from A to B or
from A to C resemble those changes encountered in the design point shift examined in the
parametric study of Chapter 5 and, in some respects, may be treated simply as sub-cases of
that parametric study. Pressure ratio rises significantly in both cases while weight flow
decreases are minimal. This implies that for these shifts the performance benefits should be
similar to the benefits described in Section 5.2. This would be true but for one exception.
Unlike the design point shift for the steep line compressor, the shift from A to B to C of the
design point in Figure 6.1 represents a decrease in efficiency. As demonstrated in the
parametric study of Chapter 5, efficiency is such a strong determinant of mission
performance, at least in the Sample and Fixpro missions, that one would expect little or no
benefit from the design point shifts indicated in Figure 6.1. One should keep in mind
however, that "benefits" of the design point shift are a function of the type of mission used
as the basis for analysis. If the missions used in the analysis more strongly emphasized time
to climb, time to accelerate or sustained combat maneuvering than do the missions of this
study, the compressor designer might see an advantage in locating the design point at B or C
of Figure 6.1.
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Look once again at Figure 6.1 and notice that active stabilization implementation has
increased the surge margin at point A from 9.9 percent to 29.9 percent. An engine for an
advanced tactical fighter, using this compressor, may now be realizable since the surge
margin is sufficient to satisfy the fighter's demands. Thus, active stabilization has the ability
to transform an unusable compressor design into a viable design option.
Design point A of Figure 6.2 is the original design point of the Allison High-Flow
Compressor. The surge line with active stabilization is shifted the amount necessary to create
a surge margin of 71.8 percent (measured from point A). Although this shift may exceed the
estimates of current single mode active control technology capabilities (i.e. a shift of this
magnitude would require combined control of rotating stall and surge), the performance map
created by the shift should be useful for trend analysis. If the design point is shifted to point
C of Figure 6.2 the surge margin measures 24.0 percent (with active stabilization). The
interesting feature of the design point shift illustrated in Figure 6.2 is that the design point has
shifted beyond the maximum pressure ratio for the speed line along which the shift occurs.
The question to be answered then is "Does shifting the design point beyond the maximum
pressure ratio have any benefits?" The answer is no -- at least not with respect to direct
benefits in mission performance.
Table 6.1 presents the results of an abbreviated parametric study for the design point
shift (from A to C) of the extended range compressor shown in Figure 6.2. Table 6.1 shows
that if the increase in pressure ratio could be decoupled from the decrease in efficiency then
the design point should be shifted to the maximum value of pressure ratio for the design
corrected speed (point B of Figure 6.2). Shifting the design point beyond that maximum
would have no additional mission performance benefits.
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The preceding discussion combined with the discussion of Section 5.2 indicates that
preliminary designers would find active stabilization implementation more attractive in the
case of steep speed line compressors. This is generally true, except in the unique case of a
shallow line compressor which has increasing efficiency above and to the left of the existing
design point. Subsequent sections of this chapter seek to find ways in which active
stabilization might benefit shallow line compressors that do not display increases in efficiency
in the actively stabilized operating area.
6.2 Add-On Active Stabilization for Performance Enhancement
This section investigates the potential for gains in mission performance which would
result from the implementation of active stabilization to the fan/low pressure compressor
section of an existing engine. Conceivably movable vanes, bleed valves or blade tip seals
could be applied to the compressor section without a total redesign of the engine. The
resulting increase in surge margin might then be traded for benefits in mission performance.
6.2.1 Employment Method for Add-On Active Stabilization
Variable area exhaust nozzles are mounted on most fighter aircraft equipped with
afterburning engines. The opening or closing of the nozzle acts to increase or decrease the
overall pressure ratio by causing a shift of the steady state operating points on the
performance maps of the fan/LPC and HPC. In this way variable area exhaust nozzles
become a ready means of shifting the compressor operating point the the most desirable map
locations. This technique for using existing variable area nozzles to shift operating points
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into regions of higher pressure ratio and/or efficiency was successfully demonstrated on an
F-15 during recent Adaptive Engine Control System (ADECS) studies (see [6.2] and [6.3].)
The ADECS allowed the F-15's variable area nozzle (the technique was demonstrated on
only one of the two engines) to close during low risk portions of the flight profile exchanging
engine operating stability (surge margin) for increased performance (a shift of the operating
point on the fan performance map.) This section discusses using variable area exhaust
nozzles on the baseline aircraft to create shifts in the operating points of the engines'
compressor sections. Unlike the ADECS F-15 however, active stabilization implementation
on the baseline aircraft will allow nozzle area reduction during any portion of the flight
profile. That is, with active stabilization, the baseline aircraft will not have to sacrifice any
portion of the desired 24 percent surge margin in order to shift its compressor section
operating point to the most desirable location. It can of course do so, if desired.
6.2.2 Shifting HPC Operating Points with Variable Area Nozzles
The application of a variable area nozzle to the Baseline engine was simulated by
adapting the cycle deck input to order the calculation of thermodynamic properties at a given
flight condition and design turbine inlet temperature (TT4) with varying degrees of reduction
in nozzle area. While at the same flight condition, the TT4 value was reduced below the
design point value and the calculations for varying nozzle area were repeated. When this
process was complete the HPC operating point for each TT4/nozzle area combination was
located on the map of Figure 6.2 (the HPC for the Baseline engine is depicted when the surge
line is at the "without active stabilization" position and the design point is at point A.)
Movement of the HPC operating points was quite insignificant for the examined nozzle area
variations and was restricted by fan/LPC operating limitations. Obviously, the varying
nozzle area acted to shift fan/LPC operating points to a much greater degree than those of the
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HPC. One would suspect that a variable area turbine might have the desired ability to
significantly change the performance map locations of HPC operating points. However,
consideration of variable area turbine effects was beyond the scope of this work. As a result,
examination of variable area exhaust nozzle effects on the Baseline fan/LPC was initiated.
6.2.3 Analyzing the Effects of Shifting Fan/LPC Operating Points
Figure 6.3 shows the fan map for the Baseline engine. With less than a five percent
reduction in nozzle area, the operating point for a Mach number of 0.9 and an altitude of
36089 feet shifts into the surge line of the performance map. Clearly, increasing the fan
operating region via active stabilization would allow greater nozzle area variations. The map
extension process described in Appendix D was applied to the Sample map of Figure 2.2
resulting in the map illustrated in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4 shows a 20.0 percentage point
increase in the original surge margin of 5.4 percent resulting in a surge margin, with active
stabilization, of 25.4 percent.
The fan map of Figure 6.4 allows a more complete analysis of the effects of variable
area exhaust nozzles on shallow line compressors (the fan map of Figure 6.4 will be
considered a shallow line compressor due to the nearly horizontal speed lines in the expanded
operating region.) Since analysis of the effects of nozzle variation on every fan/LPC
operating point would be impractical, two flight conditions were selected for examination.
The first look at variable area nozzle effects takes place at a flight Mach number of 1.4 and an
altitude of 36089 feet.
Figure 6.5(a) shows the extended fan map of the Baseline engine. The shaded area of
the figure is presented in greater detail in Figure 6.5(b) which summarizes the variable area
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nozzle effects for three values of TT4. The TTr4 values were chosen to place the operating
points in the lower portion of the fan/LPC performance map. Although the Baseline aircraft
cannot cruise supersonically at the thrust levels depicted in Figure 6.5(b), it is beneficial to
observe the shape of the lines of constant TT4 and lines of constant thrust in the lower
portion of the fan/LPC performance map. In Figure 6.5(b) the lines of constant T4 begin at
the operating line that would exist for an engine with a constant area nozzle and the same
design point as the Baseline engine and extend in the direction of decreasing weight flow
with successive reductions in nozzle area. Figure 6.5(b) also shows lines of constant
specific fuel consumption (SFC.) Due to the drop in efficiency with decreasing nozzle area,
SFC, like thrust, decreases with nozzle area reductions. Therefore, for the flight conditions
and TT4s of Figure 6.5(b), reducing the nozzle area (moving the operating point closer to the
surge line) has no apparent performance benefits. In fact, opening the nozzle might prove
beneficial from a performance standpoint but would, in no way, make use of active
stabilization, the topic of discussion.
The next step in the examination of variable area nozzle effects was to investigate
compressor performance at a subsonic cruise condition. A set of constant TT4 and constant
thrust lines was generated for a subsonic cruise condition of M=0.9 and ALT=36089.0.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the area of the fan/LPC performance map depicted in greater detail in
Figure 6.6(b). Figure 6.6(b) shows efficiency contours, speed lines, the operating line for
an engine with a fixed nozzle, and two lines which represent the operating region boundaries
for the preservation of a 25.5 percent and a 5.5 percent surge margin. The more desirable
25.5 percent surge margin boundary line leaves virtually no operating region to traverse via
the variable area exhaust nozzle, therefore, for the purposes of this study, the surge margin
will remain at its original value of 5.5 percent. Adoption of the smaller, somewhat unrealistic
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5.5 percent surge margin opens up a large portion of the expanded fan/LPC performance map
to variable area nozzle study.
Figure 6.7(b) shows the fan/LPC performance map area of interest with lines of
constant TT4 and lines of constant nozzle area. Also shown is the operating line for an
engine with a fixed nozzle and the same design point as the Baseline engine. Clearly, the
constant TT4 lines of Figure 6.7(b) are very differently shaped than those of Figure 6.5(b).
Figure 6.8(b) shows lines of constant thrust. Even though the thrust lines differ in slope
and shape from those of Figure 6.5(b), the performance trends displayed in Figure 6.5(b)
hold true for the subsonic cruise case as well. For a given line of constant TT4, reducing the
nozzle area generally decreases uninstalled thrust (except in the far right hand side of the
figure where thrust remains constant or increases very slightly for reductions in nozzle area.)
In this right hand region the operating point could shift from A to B (provided adequate surge
margin exists) maintaining constant thrust and TT4 while reducing mass flow and increasing
pressure ratio. The most direct way to increase thrust in Figure 6.8(b) is to shift the design
point up, along the design point condition operating line, to higher TT4s just as it was for
Figure 6.5(b).
A performance map boundary which, until now, has gone unmentioned is the
maximum mechanical speed of the compressor. For a given flight condition, the steady state
operating line will terminate for one of two reasons; 1) the fuel flow may have increased to
the point where further increases will result in a compressor overspeed or 2) fuel flow ceases
to increase because the maximum allowable T4 has been reached. The second reason is the
explanation for the termination of the operating line associated with flight conditions of
M=1.4, ALT=36089.0. There the maximum allowable TT4 for the Baseline engine, 3200
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degrees Rankine, is reached at the speed line whose value is .95. The operating line for
flight conditions of M=0.9 and ALT=36089.0, however, is terminated at the mechanical
speed boundary with a TT4 value of 2824.0 degrees Rankine. This means that for M=0.9,
ALT=36089.0, TT4 could continue to increase if the operating point could shift toward
increasing TT4s without producing an overspeed of the compressor. The active
stabilization/variable area nozzle combination allows this to happen.
Look again at Figure 6.8(b). A 20.0 percentage point increase in the surge margin
allows the operating point to shift from point A to point C, preserving the 5.5 percent surge
margin of the compressor without active control. Through complex and well integrated
nozzle area and fuel controls, TT4 is increased from 2824.0 degrees Rankine at point A to
2973.0 degrees Rankine at point B without overspeeding the compressor. Uninstalled net
thrust has increased from 4568.0 pounds to 4810.0 pounds, an increase of 5.3 percent.
Thus, at certain flight conditions, performance benefits do exist for engines equipped with
actively stabilized shallow line compressors and variable area nozzles.
Figure 6.9 shows the region of the Baseline operating envelope which stands to benefit
from the thrust increase created by the use of active stabilization. For the variable radius and
fixed range missions the baseline aircraft spends more than fifty-five percent of the total
mission duration in flight conditions represented by the shaded portion of Figure 6.9. Since
M=0.9, ALT=36089.0 is near the center of the shaded region it is reasonable to assume, as a
first approximation, that at every flight condition located within the shaded region of Figure
6.9 the military power uninstalled thrust of the baseline aircraft is increased by five percent.
This assumption leads to Figure 6.10 which shows the potential gains in specific excess
power (PSUBS) available through the use of active control and the variable area nozzle.
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PSUBS is defined as the difference between installed thrust available and installed thrust
required divided by the aircraft weight times the aircraft velocity and is measured in either feet
per second or feet per minute. For M=0.9, ALT=36089.0, the PSUBS in units of feet per
second equals 143.7 with the 5.3 percent increase in uninstalled net thrust created by the
implementation of active stabilization. This is a gain of 7.3 percent over the PSUBS value
for the baseline aircraft equipped with engines containing compressors without active
stabilization. Increases in PSUBS relate directly to decreases in an aircraft's minimum time
to climb, the measure of "goodness" used in the ADECS study.
The reader should note that the increase in thrust and the resulting increase in PSUBS
were procured through expenditures of surge margin and efficiency. For the previously
discussed 5.3 percent increase in uninstalled thrust, SFC increases from .88 to .93; a 5.7
percent increase. With active stabilization, the surge margin costs are immaterial as long as
the minimum surge margin required by the aircraft is still available. The cost in efficiency,
however, becomes critical if maximum range or maximum endurance are mission objectives.
The desirability of PSUBS increases must be weighed against the ability to accept
diminished range and time aloft.
6.3 Using Active Compressor Stabilization to Reduce Engine Weight/Size
The sensitivity analysis summarized in Table 2.6 showed that engine radius at the fan is
one of the two most significant determinants of mission performance. With this information,
the motivation for reducing fan size is obvious. This section discusses the use of active
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stabilization techniques to reduce the size of an engine containing the shallow line fan/LPC of
Figure 6.4.
6.3.1 Reducing the Engine Size of a Supercruiser
Supercruisers, aircraft with the ability to cruise supersonically in military power, must
operate efficiently at both the supersonic and subsonic cruise conditions. Ideally, the
physical size of the engine(s) would be just large enough to pass the mass flow required to
satisfy the thrust requirements for both cruise conditions. Thus, in this case, the stream tube
capture area for subsonic cruise at M=0.9 would equal the stream tube capture area for
supersonic cruise at M=1.4. For the purposes of this study it is assumed that the lowest
overall installed drag supercruiser engine would have a cruise weight flow ratio
(WM=1.4(cruise) / WM=0.9(cruise)) equal to one. This is not usually the case however, and
often the physical size of the engine is determined by the weight flow requirement for the
supersonic cruise condition [6.4]. This results in a weight flow ratio greater than one.
6.3.2 Size Reduction Study Technique and Results
Figure 6.11(a) shows the expanded Baseline fan/LPC performance map with a design
point at a location consistent with flight conditions of M=1.4 and ALT=36089.0. The work
of section 6.2 showed that a variable area nozzle allows access to that region of the fan map
which lies on the pressure axis side of the depicted design point. Moving the design point
toward the pressure axis (to the left of the design point of Figure 6.11 (a)) is exactly what is
required to decrease the weight flow for the supersonic cruise condition -- in this case the
design point condition!
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For the purposes of this study, the cruising altitude will be 36089 feet for both the
supersonic and subsonic cruise conditions. In addition to the design point, Figure 6.11(a)
shows the operating point for a flight condition of M=0.9 and Alt=36089.0. The two points
illustrated provide the baseline data for a study which will attempt to reduce the cruise weight
flow ratio by using the actively stabilized operating region of the fan/LPC performance map.
In the example illustrated in Figure 6.11, WM=1.4(cruise) equals 146.9 (lb/sec) and
WM=0.9(cruise) quals 70.5 (lb/sec), resulting in a weight flow ratio of 2.08.
Figure 6.11 (b) is the area of detail shown in Figure 6.1 1(a) with the efficiency contours
deleted for clarity. This figure shows the boundary of operation for the actively stabilized fan
to maintain the original (unexpanded map) design point surge margin of 3.3 percent. Also
shown is the operating line for an engine with a fixed area nozzle. In the manner of section
6.2, the effects of variable area nozzle employment were analyzed with respect to the
Baseline fan performance map conditions of Figure 6.11(a). The dashed lines of Figure
6.11 (b) are the lines of varying nozzle area for TT4s in excess of the maximum allowable
TT4 of 3200 degrees Rankine. The operating area accessed by these lines would, of course,
be unreachable without violating the Baseline engine design limits.
Figure 6.12(b) shows the lines of constant TT4 together with lines of constant thrust
for the area of detail shown in Figure 6.12(a) (the same area of detail as Figure 6.1 l(a)). The
line of constant uninstalled thrust having a value of 7065 pounds has special significance.
This is the line representing the thrust required for the baseline aircraft to have a military
power cruise capability at M=1.4, ALT=36089.0. From Figure 6.12(b) one can see that
reducing the nozzle area (moving toward the pressure axis) for a given TT4 only reduces the
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available thrust. In fact, reductions in nozzle area rapidly decreases the available thrust below
the level required for military power cruise (indication of a very small PSUBS at the design
condition of M=1.4, ALT=36089.0). Therefore, for the design conditions of this example,
WM=1.4(cruise) is already at a minimum. In a classic example of "You can't get there from
here," the design maximum allowable TT4 limit prohibits access to that portion of the
performance map which might help reduce the cruise weight flow ratio by reducing the
supersonic cruise weight flow. Another way to reduce the cruise weight flow ratio would be
to increase the subsonic cruise weight flow. This would require the subsonic cruise
operating point to shift to the performance map regions of higher weight flow or away from
the expanded operating area created by active stabilization implementation. Thus, active
stabilization of this compressor does not provide a way to reduce the physical size of the
engine.
It is interesting to note that at the M=1.4 cruise condition excess PSUBS (TT4), if it
existed, could be exchanged (via active stabilization and a variable area exhaust nozzle) for a
reduction in weight flow which would allow the designer to build a smaller engine.
However, one can argue that if excess PSUBS exists at the supersonic cruise condition the
entire engine can be made smaller by reducing the engine size to just meet the cruise thrust
requirement.
6.4 Chapter Summary
The first section of this chapter examined the potential benefits in mission performance
derived from the active stabilization of a shallow speed line compressor. By considering
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active stabilization effects early in the design of an engine the compressor designer can
optimize the compressor design point location with respect to mission performance. The
mission performance increases in the parallel (steep speed line) study of Chapter 5 were not
duplicated in the results of this study. Active stabilization techniques could be applied to
shallow line compressors with inadequate surge margin to create usable turbomachinery.
The second section of this chapter analyzed the potential mission performance benefits
of active stabilization implementation as an add-on to an existing engine. This study
examined variable area exhaust nozzle effects with respect to a shallow line fan/LPC since
movement of the operating point on the HPC performance map was restricted by the size of
the fan/LPC performance map operating area. Use of a variable area turbine might have
produced movement of the HPC operating point without the same fan/LPC performance map
restrictions. However, that study will be reserved for future efforts.
Active stabilization as an add-on to the Baseline fan/LPC allowed military power
PSUBS increases on the order of five percent over a significant portion of the baseline
aircraft operating envelope. Over fifty-five percent of the variable radius and fixed range
missions' total duration is spent within the portion of the operating envelope which stands to
gain in PSUBS from active stabilization implementation. The PSUBS increases occur at the
expense of total range and mission duration, however. The engine designer must weigh
these costs and the increase in engine complexity created by integration of active control
instrumentation, fuel control units and the variable area nozzle against the potential benefits of
increases in time to climb and time to accelerate.
Section 6.3 discusses a fan/LPC design point relocation to affect a decrease in engine
size/weight. In this study, a tactical fighter supercruiser's engines were assumed to have
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been sized by the physical weight flow required to achieve a cruise condition of M=1.4,
ALT=36089.0. Due to the shape and slope of the fan/LPC performance map's lines of
constant thrust and the maximum allowable T4 limitation of the study's Baseline engine,
nothing was to be gained from active stabilization implementation. The Baseline engine of
the study was already at its minimum allowable weight flow for the M=1.4, ALT=36089.0
cruise condition.
This chapter examined the first three active stabilization implementation alternatives
outlined in the Introduction of this text as they apply to shallow line compressors --
compressors whose speed lines bend sharply toward the pressure axis in the region of the
performance map made available by the use of active stabilization. Chapter 7 will discuss
qualitatively the potential benefits of a fourth active stabilization implementation alternative.
CHAPTER 7 AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY ENHANCEMENT WITH ACTIVE
COMPRESSOR STABILIZATION -- TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Compressor-specific uses of surge margin increases, created by active stabilization,
involve shifts of the operating point's location on the performance map of the stabilized
compressor. As in Chapters 5 and 6, these operating point shifts are designed to either
increase compressor performance or reduce compressor size/weight. Uses of the surge
margin which enhance aircraft capabilities act to shift the surge line toward the operating
point. Thus, the increase in compressor surge margin created by active stabilization can be
traded, during some portions of the flight profile, by changes in engine design or operation.
These changes may include alterations in components other than the actively stabilized
compressor itself. Examples of surge margin uses which enhance aircraft capabilities include
expansion of the afterburner operating envelope by allowing augmentation sequencing at
flight conditions that previously violated the limits of compressor stability (high altitude, low
Mach number), increasing engine life by allowing greater airfoil-to-airfoil variations caused
by blade erosion or foreign object damage, or increasing the allowable magnitude of inlet
distortion. Figure 7.1 illustrates the erosion of compressor surge margin exemplified by
increased inlet distortion levels.
This chapter deals mainly with the analysis of surge margin/aircraft capability
enhancement tradeoffs. Using the surge margin in this manner extends the potential benefits
of active compressor stabilization to the designers of aircraft subsystems not directly related
to the engine. This implementation alternative will require the engine designer to interact with
weapons designers, flight controls designers or airframe designers to determine active
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compressor stabilization implementation objectives. The surge margin/aircraft capability
exchanges of this chapter are discussed qualitatively as suggested topics for further study.
7.1 Exchanging Surge Margin for Aircraft Capability Enhancement
Qualitatively, the benefits of an exchange of surge margin for increased capability are
much more apparent than the effects of compressor-specific uses of the surge margin. Quite
simply, any one of the sources of instability accounted for in the required surge margin of
Figure 4.3 could be allowed to produce even more instability if this were counteracted by an
increase in surge margin created by active compressor stabilization. Thus, an increase in
surge margin allows for an increase in compressor instability resulting from thrust augmenter
sequencing, blade erosion/foreign object damage or inlet flow distortion. With the analytical
tools and experimental data available, however, quantification of these benefits promises to
be at least as formidable a task as the quantification of compressor-specific uses of an
expanded surge margin.
7.1.1 Using an Increase in Surge Margin to Relax Limitations on Afterburner Ignition
Afterburner sequencing causes severe transients in flow characteristics which are
transmitted throughout the engine. These transients are so severe that at some flight
conditions afterburner operation is allowed while afterburner ignition is not. The magnitude
of these transients and the actual compressor surge margin combine to define the operational
limits on afterburner initiation. These limits might be relaxed through the use of an actively
stabilized compressor's expanded surge margin. Unfortunately, the cycle deck used in this
research calculates only steady-state conditions at a given operating point. Transient
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conditions are not accounted for. Figure 7.2 shows the difference between the surge margin
a compressor would witness in an acceleration from A to B and the surge margin calculated
by the cycle deck. The cycle deck produces no movement in the compressor operating point
during augmenter sequencing and, as a result, is not capable of providing any information on
afterburner sequencing restrictions. The quantitative procedures used to analyze the
compressor-specific surge margin uses in Chapters 5 and 6 will need to be greatly modified
to quantify a relaxation of the operational limitations on afterburner ignition.
7.1.2 Benefits of Increases in Allowable Levels of Blade-to-Blade Variation
Rotating component blade-to-blade variations may be the result of uneven blade erosion
due to normal operation, foreign object damage or the allowable deltas of manufacturing
tolerances. Blade-to-blade variations produce flow characteristics which increase compressor
instability (move the surge line toward the operating point). Increasing the surge margin
through compressor stabilization would allow blade erosion to continue for a longer period of
time before unacceptable instability levels were reached thereby increasing engine life and/or
an increased ability to absorb damage produced by the ingestion of foreign objects without
total engine failure. Although these benefits are readily apparent from a conceptual
standpoint, quantification of the engine life increase or the foreign object damage tolerance
level will be a difficult task.
7.2 Exchanging Surge Margin for Increases in Allowable Inlet Distortion
Increased levels of inlet distortion may be generated from such a large variety of
sources that discussion of the benefits associated with increases in allowable inlet distortion
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merits a devoted sub-section of text. The following discussion describes some sources of
inlet distortion and then outlines a suggested benefit quantification procedure for an inlet
modification made possible by active compressor stabilization.
7.2.1 Sources of Inlet Distortion
Inlet distortion stems from a number of sources and may vary greatly in magnitude
throughout the flight profile. As an example, the tactical fighter has the unique problem of
dealing with distorted flow caused by its own weaponry. Gun gas ingestion is a major
problem on some tactical aircraft. During early testing of the Fairchild A-10 the gun gas
ingestion problem was so severe that engine flameouts were a possibility if the aircraft's
30mm cannon was fired. In addition, the placement of external stores and munitions may
affect the level of inlet distortion. The reader will note that these two sources of distortion are
only a problem during specific portions of the fighter's flight profile. That is, gun gas
ingestion is only a factor during the attack segment of the mission and distorted flow due to
placement of external munitions ceases once the munitions have been expended.
Another source of distortion, not limited to, but more critical in fighters than other types
of aircraft, stems from high angle of attack maneuvering. During air-to-air engagements
large sideslip angles and a large angle of attack can act in concert to greatly distort the
engine's inlet flow. This, of course, decreases the surge margin, increasing the possibility of
engine flameout or stall during a critical phase of flight. An increase in surge margin could
mean an easing of aircraft maneuverability restrictions or engine operating limitations.
Taxi crosswinds are a source of inlet distortion that is of great concern to transport and
cargo aircraft. These aircraft are designed for stability rather than maneuverability and as a
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result do not require the large surge margin demanded by the more agile and versatile fighter
aircraft. A large crosswind during low speed operation can quickly deplete the available
surge margin of cargo and transport aircraft resulting in undesirable operational limitations.
These limits could be removed by implementation of active compressor stabilization.
Yet another source of distortion stems from the inlet with an aerodynamic design that
was compromised to achieve high priority design goals. An example of current interest
would be the distortion introduced by an inlet designed to minimize radar cross section.
Although this does not exhaust the list of inlet distortion sources, the reader can see that
an extension of the surge margin could benefit the tactical fighter in a number of ways over a
large portion of the flight profile. The last source of inlet distortion to be mentioned here is
the inlet itself. Listing the inlet as a source of distortion is actually a misnomer since adding
length to an inlet acts to decrease the amount of distortion at the compressor face. Since this
is the case, an increase in surge margin could conceivably allow a reduction in inlet length
and/or a simplification of design (i.e. eliminate variable geometry) which would decrease
weight and drag.
7.2.2 Quantifying the Inlet Modification Allowed by Active Compressor Stabilization
An increase in inlet distortion, resulting from any of the sources discussed above,
effectively lowers the surge line toward the operating point. This effect is typical of
capability enhancing uses of an actively stabilized compressor's surge margin. The degree
of enhancement, then, is a function of the magnitude of the surge margin increase. The
quantification procedures for aircraft capability enhancements produced by increasing the
allowable inlet distortion level vary with the method by which the increase in distortion was
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generated. This section examines a procedure by which the benefits of inlet modifications,
made possible by compressor stabilization, may be quantified.
The first task in this quantification procedure is to relate the allowable changes in
distortion level to the expected increase in surge margin resulting from compressor
stabilization. Hercock and Williams [7.1], and Reid [7.2], among others, have provided
experimental data which relates the magnitude of inlet circumferential distortion to losses in
compressor pressure ratio. A more accurate quantification demands a known relationship
between some sort of total distortion index and the associated losses in compressor pressure
ratio but, as a first approximation, circumferential distortion could be assumed approximately
equal to total distortion. Reductions in pressure ratio are then algebraically related to
reductions in surge margin. Thus, given a specific increase in compressor surge margin, a
reasonable estimate of the allowable inlet distortion can be made.
The second step of the procedure requires a relationship between inlet length and
distortion magnitude. Experimental data for this relationship is limited but the data from a
two-dimensional or three-dimensional numerical fluid code would be suitable for preliminary
studies. The final step of the quantification process would be to employ the mission
simulation code to compare the mission performance of an aircraft equipped with the
modified inlets and actively stabilized compressor sections to that of a baseline aircraft.
Adaptation of the mission simulation code to account for inlet modifications will be
complicated and may require additional statistical data to relate inlet characteristics to aircraft
drag.
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7.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter focused on aircraft capability enhancement made possible by the expanded
surge margins in actively stabilized compressor sections. Examples of the capability
enhancing benefits of active compressor stabilization include expansion of the afterburner
initiation envelope, increases in permissible levels of blade-to-blade variation, and increases
in allowable inlet distortion levels. This certainly is not an exhaustive list of the possible
capability enhancing benefits of surge margin increases. A complete list of the potential
benefits may never be compiled as the number of methods which might be used to exchange
compressor stability for increases in aircraft capability/mission performance is limited only by
the imaginations of researchers and designers.
The capability enhancement potential of active compressor stabilization may prove to be
more significant than the potential for increases in aircraft performance. This determination
will, of course, require much further study. The topic of inlet distortion is currently of great
interest and would seemingly be a reasonable area to investigate in the continuation of the
work of this thesis.
CHAPTER 8 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
The research work of this thesis has accomplished its two main objectives. First, a
process for assessing the impact of active compressor stabilization on the vehicle mission has
been developed and exercised. Second, results of this research have provided insight as to
the advantages/disadvantages to aircraft overall mission performance resulting from different
implementations of active control in gas turbine engines.
The table below summarizes the four active stabilization implementation alternatives
examined in this research and correlates them to the type of actively stabilized compressor
used to evaluate the impact of the implementation on aircraft mission performance.
Active Stabilization Applicable Applicable
Implementation Compressor Type Section of Significant
Alternative Used in Study Text Finding #
Employ active stabilization early Steep Line HPC 5.2 1
in the design phase to optimize the
design point location with respect Shallow Line HPC 6.1 2
to mission performance.
Employ active stabilization early Steep Line HPC 5.3 3
in the engine design or redesign
to reduce engine size/weight. Shallow Line Fan/LPC 6.3 5
Employ active stabilization as an Shallow Line Fan/LPC 6.2 4
add-on to an existing engine.
Employ active stabilization to Applies to all compressors Chapter 7 6
increase aircraft capabilities or
modify aircraft design.
Note: Steep line compressors have speed lines which bend only slightly toward the pressure axis in the
operating region created by active compressor stabilization. The speed lines of shallow line compressors bend
sharply toward the pressure axis in the actively stabilized operating region.
Table 8.1 Summary of Active Stabilization Implementation Studies
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A summary of the significant findings, both quantitative and qualitative, of the work
presented in this thesis follows.
1) Active stabilization increases the flexibility of compressor design.
By expanding the compressor operating region, active stabilization implementation
gives the compressor designer the freedom to locate compressor operating (design)
points in the regions which yield maximum benefits in mission performance. In
Section 5.2 a design point location optimization procedure was demonstrated by
comparing the mission performance realized for two possible design point locations.
This study was not intended to optimize the design point location, for that would
require the investigation of a large sampling of design point locations. This very
localized study did show, however, that benefits in mission performance could be
gained by locating the compressor design point inside the actively stabilized operating
region. For an actively stabilized high pressure compressor with steep speed lines, a
twenty percentage point increase in surge margin and a corresponding compressor
design point shift resulted in:
* an 11.2 % increase in mission radius
* an 8.3 % decrease in takeoff gross weight
· a 7.3 % decrease in aircraft operating weight
* an 8.1 % decrease in the aircraft's total wetted area
2) Active stabilization can add surge margin to an inadequate machine to
make it a realistic design option. The study of Section 6.1 showed that for an
actively stabilized high pressure compressor with shallow speed lines, locating the
design point inside the actively stabilized operating region may not produce benefits in
mission performance. Once again, the reader is reminded that this was a very localized
optimization study. A more complete analysis could reveal potential gains in mission
performance resulting from design point locations which lie within the actively
stabilized regions of shallow line high pressure compressor performance maps. The
point to remember from the study of Section 6.1 is that a high pressure compressor
with a surge margin of 9.9 percent, unusable in the advanced tactical fighter engine,
was actively stabilized to become a viable compressor design option with a surge
margin of 29.9 percent.
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3) Active stabilization can reduce engine size and weight. The study of
Section 5.3 showed that for the compressor, aircraft and mission examined, active
stabilization implementation to increase performance was a better design option than
implementing active stabilization to decrease the weight of the high pressure
compressor. Had the study been conducted on the fan/LPC section of the engine the
outcome might have been totally different since the fan is a larger percentage of engine
weight and often determines the engine's maximum radius.
4) Active stabilization as an add-on can benefit mission performance by
increasing available thrust. Section 6.2 describes a method which uses a variable
area exhaust nozzle to access the expanded operating area of an actively stabilized
fan/low pressure compressor with shallow speed lines. At flight conditions of M = .9
and ALT = 36089 feet the following performance benefits were realized:
* a 5.7 % increase in specific fuel consumption
* a 5.3 % increase in uninstalled net thrust
* a 7.3 % increase in specific excess power
Fifty- five percent of the studied mission was flown in flight conditions which allow
the variable area nozzle/active stabilization combination to alter the engine's
performance.
5) Active stabilization enables the designer to reduce weight flow by
increasing turbine inlet temperature. Section 6.3 describes an attempt to reduce
the weight and size of a supercruiser's engines through active stabilization of the
fan/LPC sections. A supercruiser must operate efficiently at both the subsonic and
supersonic cruise conditions. Theoretically, the smallest possible engine design is
achieved when the weight flow required for supersonic cruise is equal to that required
for subsonic cruise. In the case examined, the supersonic cruise condition required a
significantly greater weight flow than the subsonic cruise condition. Active
stabilization of the fan/LPC section would have allowed the desired weight flow
reduction for the supersonic condition but, in this case, movement of the design point
in the appropriate direction demanded an increase in the maximum allowable turbine
inlet temperature. Further study is required to determine the potential benefits of
increasing the maximum allowable turbine inlet temperature to decrease the required
supersonic cruise condition weight flow.
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6) Active stabilization can greatly increase surge margin to allow
changes which increase aircraft capabilities or modify aircraft design.
Chapter 7 discusses using active compressor stabilization to increase aircraft capabilities
as opposed to aircraft performance. Examples of the benefits which are possible from
this type of active stabilization implementation include simplified inlet designs, larger
afterburner operating envelopes, greater tolerance to foreign object damage, fewer
weapons employment restrictions and increased engine life. This implementation
alternative may require the engine designer to interact with weapons designers, flight
controls designers or airframe designers to determine active stabilization implementation
objectives. Using the cycle deck and mission simulation program of this research it
would be possible to estimate the magnitude of inlet modifications made possible by a
given surge margin increase created by active compressor stabilization. This study is
offered as a suggested topic for future research.
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5882. 7846. 3.542
FANEFF BPR
232.0
0.850
232.0
0.850
232.0
0.850
223.1
0.852
180.8
0.837
153.7
0.843
125.7
0.836
90.9
0.821
235.4
0.851
235.4
0.851
235.4
0.851
226.2
0.852
183.3
0.837
156.5
0.843
128.9
0.837
95.6
0.828
245.5
0.852
245.5
0.852
245.5
0.852
235.1
0.850
191.8
0.837
164.2
e.843
138.0
0.839
107.8
0.832
181.9
0.850
3.23
1. ee000
3.23
1. eee
3.23
1.000
3.05
1.023
2.26
1.168
1.76
1.355
1.44
1.473
1.20
1.492
3.28
1.005
3.28
1 .ee005
3.28
1.005
3.09
1.029
2.29
1.176
1.79
1.367
1.46
1.504
1.22
1.564
3.42
1.019
3.42
1 .019
3.42
1.019
3.22
1.045
2.40
1.199
1.88
1 .400
1.53
1.590
1.28
1.742
3.60
1. ee4
HPCPR
4.369
7.000
2.909
7.000
2.586
7. 000
2.586
6.986
2.586
6.345
2.586
5.704
2.586
4.992
2.586
4.033
4.369
6.977
2.989
6.977
2.586
6.977
2.586
6.881
2.586
6.315
2.586
5.671
2.586
4.956
2.586
4.022
4.369
6.907
2.909
6.907
2.586
6.907
2.586
6.807
2.586
6.220
2.586
5.572
2.586
4.845
2.586
3.963
4.474
7.005
e 3.0 2.0
HPCEFF SURMAR
4.956 0.956
0.860 43.040
3.243 8.956
0.860 43.040
2.869 0.956
0.860 43.040
2.813 0.956
0.864 44.444
2.617 8.956
e.877 51.300
2.586 0.956
0.885 56.884
2.586 0.956
0.882 60.196
2.586 0.956
0.849 60.235
4.983 .956
0.861 43.378
3.259 0.956
0.861 43.378
2.883 .956
e.861 43.378
2.826 0.956
0.865 44.801
2.623 e.956
0.877 51.584
2.586 0.956
0.885 57.114
2.586 0.956
0.881 60.366
2.586 0.956
0.848 60.752
5.065 8.956
0.864 44.399
3.308 0.956
0.864 44.399
2.925 0.956
0.864 44.399
2.861 0.956
0.867 45.885
2.643 0.956
e.879 52.438
2.586 8.956
0.885 57.754
2.586 0.956
0.878 60.853
2.586 0.956
0.844 62.838
5.296 0.956
0.859 42.992
Table 2.2 First Page of an Uninstalled Engine Deck (Markl2 Format)
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MISSION : SAMPLE
NO SEGMENT PS D T
ALlT
ALTF
CAF.
D
FNAV
L/D
MIl
MF
PS
T
VKTAS
WFDOT
wn
WTF
WTI MI ALTI WTF
initial Altitude ft)
Final Attiude (ft)
Correctd Airflow Ibisec)
Lift Coefficient
Dstance (rn)
Net Tirust Available (Ibs)
Lift to Drag Ratio
Initial Mach
Final Mach 
Power Setting
(20-.max power. 1.Oml power)
Time Irrs)
Velocity (Kno True Airpeed)
Fual Flw (lb/r)
initial Weight lib)
Final Weight b)
MF ALTF FUEL
40000
39229
39217
38666
37988
34239
32420
32296
38296
0.010
0.010
0.250
0.850
0.900
0.690
0
0
0
46190
36295
0.800 10000
0.800 10000
0.850 10000
29811 0.900 51350
26824 .270 e
39229 0.010 0 770
39217 0.010 0 11
38666 0.850 0 550
37988 0.850 46006 678
34239 0.900 48415 3748
32420 0.690 37431 1819
32296 0.800 10000 123
30296 0.800 10000 e
29811 8.850 51336 485
26824 e.900 53623 2987
26052 e.270 804 771
NO SEGMENT
******'* MID - SEGM
WT MACH ALT
IENT PERFORMANCE DATA ****** *
CL L/D FNAV WFDOT VKTAS C.A.F.
39614 0.010
39223 0.010
38953 0.550
38327 0.850
36113 0.900
33340 0.690
32368 0.800
30053 0.850
28317 8.900
26459 0.270
0
0
0
18044
47306
36862
10000
23044
52496
404
0.000
0.000
0.152
0.115
0.404
0.384
0.695
0.110
0.407
0.435
8.00 44729
0.00 266
12.47 26287
10.06 17432
15.15 4902
16.91 6827
12.33 42752
STORE DRAG
9.48 14580
14.88 3825
16.68 25747
92547 6.6
1418 6.6
109448 363.8
16921 526.2
2272 516.2
1819 395.7
20941 518.6
INDEX IS NOW
13801 515.8
1805 516.2
2313 178.3
887 N.M.
Table 2.3 Variable Radius Mission Summary
1 TAXI
2 TAXI
3 ACCEL
4 CLIMB
5 CRUISE
6 LOITER
7 COMBAT
8 DROP
9 CLIMB
10 CRUISE
11 LOITER
2.00
0.01
2.00
1.00
0.48
0.29
1.01
2000
1.00
0.49
0.06
0 0.008
0 0.008
1 0.005
33 0.068
852 1.651
0 1.000
0 0.006
0 0.000
32 0.067
854 1.656
0 0.333
1 TAXI
2 TAXI
3 ACCEL
4 CLIMB
5 CRUISE
6 LOITER
7 COMBAT
8 DROP
9 CLIMB
10 CRUISE
11 LOITER
RADIUS -
426
131
395
419
328
277
401
0
426
331
166
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Design Point Variable Values
Airflow (lb/sec) = 232.0
Mach Number = 0.0
Altitude (ft) = 0.0
Bypass Ratio = 1.0
Fuel Heating Value (BTU/lbm) = 18300
Maximum T4 (R) = 3200
Maximum T7 (°R) = 3700
Mixer Mach Number = .4
HPC Pressure Ratio
LPC/Fan Pressure Ratio
HPC Efficiency
LPC/Fan Efficiency
Burner Efficiency
HPT Efficiency
LPT Efficiency
AB Efficiency
Design Point Performance
Military Power Net Thrust (lb)
Military Power Specific Fuel Consumption (1/hr)
Maximum Power Net Thrust (lb)
Maximum Power Specific Fuel Consumption (1/hr)
Weight and Dimensions
Total Bare Engine Weight (lb)
Total Engine Length (ft)
Maximum Radius (ft)
Number of Stages In:
LPC
HPC
HPT
LPT
= 16267
= .716
= 27201
= 1.952
= 2381
= 15.75
= 1.83
=3
=8
=1
=2
Table 2.4 Baseline Engine - Design Point Data, Weight, and Dimensions
= 7.0
= 3.55
= .86
= .85
= .99
= .90
= .90
= .85
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FRACTIONAL
ARIATION
ITH OF
MIL POWER
THRUST/ 
AIRFLOW SFC
MAX POWER
THRUST/ 
AIRFLOW SFC
TOTAL
ENGINE
WEIGHT
TOTAL
ENGINE
LENGTH
ENGINE
RADIUS
A/B FAN
- .0121 -. 19841 +.0576 -.0566 - .1596 -.1058 -.140
HPC EFFICIENCY + .3687 -.0481 +.2752 -.2780 - .3251 -.1058 -.63
+1.0570 +.9782 +.4000 -.3983 + .7056 -.7407 -.67
- - +.5896 +.8947 - -
BYPASS RATIO -. 2755 -.215 -.1226 +.1247 -. 1092 -.1058 +.013
DESIGN AIRFLOW +1.076 +.212 +.493 +.492
ALTITUDE2
MACH NUMBER 3
+.1247 +.039
-. 4875 +.4919
+.1147 -.0808 +1.1172 +.3175 +.505 +.588
-.2900 +.2932 -.0252 -.1058 -.012 -.011
1 EXAMPLE:
(SFC2 - SFCq)/SFC 1
eR - PR) PR 1
2 SET 6 ALTITUDE / ALTITUDE = .05
3 SET M/M=.05
8SFC/SFC
- PR/PR
Table 2.5 Cycle Deck Parameter Sensitivity Analysis Results
HPC PR
I
rT4
TT7
-i
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ARIATION (Radius Type) (Range Type)
VWITH OF RADIUS TOGW OEWA AREA*
HPC PR + .614 1 -. 4 -. 339 -. 393
HPC EFFICIENCY +1.323 -1.093 -1.053 -1.123
Tr4 -. 921 +1.04 + .943 + .964
TT7 +.768 -.684 -.715 -.752
BYPASS RATIO .0 .0 + .011 + .016
DESIGN AIRFLOW + .022 .0 - .005 - .040
DESIGN ALTITUDE 2 -. 439 + .472 + .463 + .483
DESIGN MACH NUMBER 3 .0 .0 - .003 - .006
BARE ENGINE WEIGHT - .723 + .889 + .958 + .825
TOTAL ENGINE LENGTH - .175 + .247 + 239 + .326
ENGINE RADIUS @ AB - .154 + .228 + .190 + .213
ENGINE RADIUS @ FAN - .834 + .995 +1.053 +1.270
* AREA = TOTAL WETED AREA OF AIRCRAFT
1 EXAMPLE:
(R .-Rp/ R /R
(PR2 -PR)/PR 1 6 PR /PR
2 SET 8 ALTITUDE / ALTITUDE = .05
3 SET SM/M=.05
Table 2.6 Mission Simulation Parameter Sensitivity Analysis Results
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ENGINE
NNEP
DESIGN VALUE REFERENCE SAMPLE ITERATION1-3 ITERATION4 BASELINE
Net Thrust (lb) 16207 16203 16267 15425 16267
Augmented Net Thrust (lb) 26900 24236 26989 25740 27201
Airflow (lb/sec) 232 250 232 232 232
Bypass Ratio 1.0 1.0 1.0 .97 1.0
Overall Pressure Ratio 25 18 24.85 27.2 24.85
Maximum TT4 (R) 3460 3000 3200 3460 3200
Maximum TT7 (R) 3800 3000 3700 3800 3700
Diameter at Fan (ft) 3.08 (1) 3.17 3.17 3.12 3.12
Diameter at AB (ft) 3.35 (2) 4.0 3.67 3.66 3.64
Length to AB (ft) 6.43 (3) 6.5 5.92 5.75 5.92
Total Length (ft) 13.33 16.83 15.75 14.67 15.75
Weight (lb) 2562 2801 2381 2305 2381
(1) Front Flange Diameter for the Reference Engine
(2) Rear Flange Diameter for the Reference Engine
(3) Length to Rear Flange for the Reference Engine
Table 3.1 Design Point Parameter Values for the Reference Engine and
the Baseline Engine Candidates
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..................... ..............................................,
985-420
OESIGN DATA
e~llll~lell-l~* e .,85/ 12/3. .
* GROSS WT. L 4C0000. V STALL. KNOTS 107.
· FLIGHT DESIGN WT. LB 37680. CLMAX-LOG 1.50
· ULT VERT LOAD FACTOR 12.00 STRUCTURE/GW .325
' LANOING T. LB 33040. PROPULSION/GW .146 
* OPERATING WT. LB 26400. FIXED EUIP/GW .148
* WEIGHT EMPTY. LB 24739. NON-EXP USEFUL LOADO .042 ·
· AIRFRAME UNIT T. LB 16637. OW/G'W .660
· ALTITUDE. FT 60000. PAYLOAD/GW .050
MACH MAX 2.00 EXP USEFUL LOAO/GW .000 '
· MACH SL 1.20 FUEL/GW .290 -
* O MAX. PSF 2133.
a... WNG-TRAP' ......'. '.S'S- -r................ .m... .....
· AREA GROSS. S FT 571.4 SWEEP LE, DEG 37.5
· AREA EXPOSED. 50 FT 447.8 SWEEP EA, DEG 26.6
· SPAN. FT 50.7 MAC. FT 12.6
* ASPECT ATIO ' 4.22 UNIT WT SG. PSF 6.6s
* TAPER RATIO .25 UNIT WT SE. PSF 8.49
* T/C ROOT .050 WING LOAD GW. PSF 70.
* T/C SOB .050 WING LOAD UDW. PSF 791.
· T/C TIP .035
*ew. H-TAIL TRAPS" ..... c* e e9- ....me.m.e.e.ema .e..... ...
* AREA GROSS. SO FT 136.9 SWEEP C/2. DEG 26.6
' AREA EXPOSED, SO FT 79.3 TAIL ARM, FT -13.9
· SPAN. FT 18.0 VOLUME CDEF -.26
· ASPECT RATIO 2.37 PERCENT ELEVATOR .0
· TAPER RATIO .26 PITCH ACC, RAO/SEC 6.0
· T/C ROOT .030 UNIT WT SG. PSF 4.06
' T/C S08 .030 UNIT WT SE. PSF 7.01
· T/C TIP .030 TAIL LOAD. PSf 1087.
* SWEEP LE. DEG 45.0
' V-TAIL(2. )e--w ............. ....... - .......
* AREA. SO FT 55.5 SWEEP C/2. DEG 32.9
· SPAN, FT 8.5 TAIL ARM, FT 19.8 '
* ASPECT RATIO 1.30 VOLUME COEF .076 '
· tAPER RATIO .33 PERCENT RUDDER 30.0
T/C ROOT .030 UNIT WT. PSF 6.05
· T/C TIP .030 TAIL LOAD. PSF 332.
· SWEEP LE. DEG 46.0e. 0BODY e·ee·a**..a.......... s.em...e.e e...-...... a
· WETTED AREA. S FT 1030.2 LENGTH/DEPTH 11.5
* LENGTH. FT 61.6 DELTA P. PSI .0
· MAX WIDTH. FT 7.25 UNIT T, PSF 4.94 *
' MAX DEPTH. FT 5.35
*''' LANDING GEAR'·'w' ' ew "e.e.e..ee a · ' ' " "a "mee ' ' 'ee aeee* ma· .eam
' LG VT/LANOING VT .052 LANDING KE, K FT-LB t5892. ·
e'' PROPULSIONeO--eee. ..l.....ee.e ..me ....e.. e eea.mee.ee..e
' SLST PER ENG. L(2.) 25000. SLST/GW 1.25
* WING FUEL. GAL 406.6 SLST/ENG WT 10.46
800DY FUEL. GAL 1378.0
... SYSTMSeaw''e'.e.e e...m.e..m.·u.em-.aem..--me.... ae....e..·..
* VOLUME PRES. CU FT 70. CREW 1.eamee ~...... ... e......... ..as ............. a.... .
Table 3.2 Tactical Fighter Airframe Design Data (from Boeing [3.2])
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MISSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Design Point Condition
Case
RADIUS A
(nm) %
TOGW A OEWA A AREA
(lb) % (lb) % (sq ft)
Efficiency Case
r changes from .86 to .89
Pressure Ratio Case
PR changes from 7.0 to 8.0
Weight Flow Case
W changes from 232.0 to 230.4
Simultaneous Change Case
rn changes from .86 to .89
PR changes from 7.0 to 8.0
W changes from 232.0 to 230.4
917 +3.4 39200 -2.0 25615 -1.7 2335 -2.1
938 +5.7 38196 -4.5 25040 -3.9 2280 -4.4
878 -1.0 40503 +1.3 26382 +1.2 2415 +1.3
959 +8.1 37428 -6.4 24616 -5.5 2236 -6.2
Note: All of the Cases above are for
a design point at B of Figure 5.3. All
parameter values equal Baseline values
except where noted.
Baseline Case
(Design Point at A of Figure 5.3)
11 = .86, PR = 7.0, W = 232.0, 887 40000 26058 2384
WT = 2381, L= 15.75,
AB Diameter = 3.64,
Fan Diameter = 3.12
Note: All measures expressed in English units (W in lb/sec, WT in lbs, dimensions in ft). All As are given
as percentages of the values obtained with the use of Baseline engines. Area equals total wetted area.
Table 5.1 Mission Performance Comparison for Two HPC Design Point Locations
A
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MISSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Design Point Condition
Case
RADIUS A
(nm) %
TOGW
(lb)
A OEWA
% (lb)
A AREA
% (sq ft)
Efficiency Case
'n changes from .86 to .89
WT changes from 2381 to 2356
L changes from 15.75 to 15.67
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.61
Pressure Ratio Case
PR changes from 7.0 to 8.0
WT changes from 2381 to 2444
L changes from 15.75 to 17.08
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.58
Weight Flow Case
W changes from 232.0 to 230.4
WT changes from 2381 to 2364
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.63
Fan Diam. changes from 3.12 to 3.11
926 +4.4 38523 -3.7 25155 -3.6 2296 -3.7
910 +2.6 39028 -2.4 25669 -1.5 2344 -1.7
885 -0.2 40000 0.0 26061 +0.0 2385 +0.0
Simultaneous Change Case
nl changes from .86 to .89
PR changes from 7.0 to 8.0
W changes from 232.0 to 230.4
WT changes from 2381 to 2300
L changes from 15.75 to 15.50
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.53
Fan Diam. changes from 3.12 to 3.11
992 +11.8 36105 -9.7 23723 -9.0 2158 -9.5
Note: All of the Cases above are for
a design point at B of Figure 5.3. All
parameter values equal Baseline values
except where noted.
Baseline Case
(Design Point at A of Figure 5.3)
x = .86, PR = 7.0, W = 232.0, 887 40000 26058 2384
WT = 2381, L = 15.75,
AB Diameter = 3.64,
Fan Diameter = 3.12
Note: All measures expressed in English units (W in lb/sec, WT in lbs, dimensions in ft). All As are given
as percentages of the values obtained with the use of Baseline engines. Area equals total wetted area.
Table 5.2 Mission Performance Comparison for Two HPC Design Point Locations
(Incorporates Corresponding Changes in Engine Weight)
A
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MISSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Design Point Condition
Case
RADIUS A
(nm) %
TOGW A OEWA A AREA
(lb) % (lb) % (sq ft)
Simultaneous Change Case
(Design Point at B of Figure 5.3)
Tn changes from .86 to .89
PR changes from 7.0 to 8.0
W changes from 232.0 to 230.4
WT changes from 2381 to 2320
L changes from 15.75 to 15.50
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.53
Fan Diam. changes from 3.12 to 3.11
(All other values = Baseline values)
986 +11.2 36698 -8.3 24144 -7.3 2191 -8.1
Baseline Case
(Design Point at A of Figure 5.3)
V = .86, PR = 7.0, W = 232.0, 887 40000 26058 2384
WT = 2381, L = 15.75,
AB Diameter = 3.64,
Fan Diameter = 3.12
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,, 
Note: All measures expressed in English units (W in lb/sec, WT in lbs, dimensions in ft). All As are given
as percentages of the values obtained with the use of Baseline engines. Area equals total wetted area.
Table 5.3 Mission Performance Comparison for Two HPC Design Point Locations
(Incorporates Corresponding Changes in Engine Weight
Including Active Stabilization Hardware)
A
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o An allowable pressure ratio for the first stage which reflects
the design approach and technology level. Specific work for
this stage will be held constant for additional stages. Number
of stages can also be specified as an option.
o The entrance and exit mach number of the component.
o The hub-tip ratio of the first stage.
o Compressor design mode:
constant-tip diameter.
constant mean-line, constant-hub, or
o Effective density of blade material: defined as total blade
weight divided by total volume.
o Maximum inlet and exit temperatures, if not at design.
o Aspect ratios for the first and the last stage blades.
O Nmax/Ndes overspeed factor.
o Blade solidity.
o Density of disc material.
o Blade taper ratio
o Blade volume factor, ratio of total volume to blade volume
Table 5.4 Required Compressor Design Value Inputs to the Weight Analysis Code
(from Boeing [5.4])
COMP WT COUP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS
EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO
INLET e.
COMPRESR 328.
SPLITTER .
COMPRESR 157.
DUCT B 229.
TURBINE 83.(a) TURBINE 292.
MIXER 78.
DUCT B 425.
NOZZLE 681.
SHAFT 18.
SHAFT 98.
DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
RI RO RI RO
0. 0. e. e. 0. 0. 0. 0. e. e.
13. 13. 8. 19. 0. 0. 13. 16. e. 0.
0. 13. 13. 16. 0. 0. 13. 15. 15. 16.
9. 22. 7. 10. e. e. le. 1e. 0. e.
19. 41. 7. 12. 0. 0. 7. 12. e. S.
3. 44. 11. 12. O. 0. 11. 13. e. e.
8. 52. 11. 12. e. e. 11. 14. 0. 0.
18. 71. 18. 14. 14. 16. 10. 16 . .
54. 125. e. 22. 0. e. 0. 22. e. 8.
64. 189. 0. 22. e. 0. e. 2e. e. 0.
0. e. 7. 10. 7. 12. 0. 0. e. 0.
0. 0. 8. 19. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. e.
NSTAGE
8
3
8
1
2
8
08
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT- 2381. ACCESSORIES- 17.e00 ESTIMATED TOTAL LENGTH- 189.
ESTIMATED CENTER OF GRAVITY- 77. ESTIMATED MAXIIUM RADIUS- 22.
COMP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS
EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO
INLET e.
COMPRESR 328.
SPLITTER G.
COMPRESR 141.
DUCT B 229.
TURBINE 81.
(b) TURBINE 330.
MIXER 85.
DUCT B 439.
NOZZLE 709.
SHAFT 16.
SHAFT 91.
DCWNSTREAM RADIUS
RI RO RI RO
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. e. 8.
13. 13. 8. 19. 0. 0. 13. 16. 0. 8.
0. 13. 13. 16. 0. 0. 13. 15. 15. 16.
9. 22. 7. 10. 0. 0. le. le. e. e.
19. 41. 7. 12. 0. 0. 7. 12. 0. 8.
3. 44. 10. 11. 0. e. 10. 12. 0. e.
16. 60. 8. 10. e. e. 8. 12. 0. 0.
18. 78. 7. 12. 12. 14. 7. 14. e. 8.
54. 132. e. 22. 8. e. 0. 22. 0. 0.
65. 197. 0. 22. 8. e. 0. 20. e. 8.
e. e. 7. 10. 7. 12. 0. 8. 0. 0.
8. 0. 8. 19. e. 0. 0. e. 0. e.
NSTAGE
8
3
7
0
1
3
0
e
0
0e
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT- 2448. ACCESSORIES- 173.92 ESTIMATED TOTAL LENGTH- 197.
ESTIMATED CENTER OF GRAVITY- 83. ESTIMATED MAXIMIM RADIUS- 22.
COUP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS
EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO
INLET 8.
COMPRESR 328.
SPLITTER 0.
COMPRESR 132.
DUCT B 229.
TURBINE 83.
(C) TURBINE 292.
MIXER 78.
DUCT B 425.
NOZZLE 681.
SHAFT 18.
SHAFT 87.
DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
RI RO RI RO
0. e. e. e. 8. e. e. e. e. 0.
13. 13. 8. 19. 0. e. 13. 16. e. 0.
8. 13. 13. 16. 8. 0. 13. 15. 15. 16.
8. 21. 7. 1e. e. e. le. le. e. e.
19. 40. 7. 12. 0. e. 7. 12. e. 8.
3. 43. 11. 12. 0. 0. 11. 13. 0. 0.
8. 51. 11. 12. 8. 0. 11. 14. 8. 0.
18. 70. 10. 14. 14. 16. 10. 16. 0. 0.
54. 124. 0. 22. . e. 8. 22. . 0.
64. 187. 0. 22. 0. 0. 8. 26. e. e.
e. 0. 7. 10. 7. 12. 0. 0. 0. 0.
e. 0. 8. 19. e. e. 0. e. 0. 8.
NSTAGE
8
3
0
7
0
1
2
0
0
8
0
0
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT- 2353. ACCESSORIES- 167.17 ESTIMATED TOTAL LENGTH- 187.
ESTIMATED CENTER OF GRAVITY- 77. ESTIMATED MAXIUM RADIUS- 22.
Note: All data is measured in English units (pounds and inches.) Center of
gravity is measured from engine face. RI-inner radius RO-outer radius
Table 5.5 Component and Engine Size/Weight Summaries
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MISSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Design Point Condition
Case
RADIUS A
(nm) %
TOGW
(lb)
A OEWA
% (lb)
A AREA
% (sq ft)
Performance/Weight
Exchange 896 +1.0 39737 -0.7 25887 -0.7 2367 -0.7
WT changes from 2381 to 2353
L changes from 15.75 to 15.58
Performance/Weight
Exchange 891 +0.5 40000 0.0 26034 -0.0 2382 -0.0
(Includes weight of active
stabiizationhardware)
WT changes from 2381 to 2373
L changes from 15.75 to 15.58
Performance/Weight
Exchange 896
WT changes from 2381 to 2353
L changes from 15.75 to 15.58
Pressure Ratio Case
(Design Point at B of Figure 53)
PR changes from 7.0 to 8.0
WTchangesfrom2381 to2444 910
L changes from 15.75 to 17.08
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.58
(All other values = Baseline values)
+1.0 39737 -0.7 25887 -0.7 2367 -0.7
+2.6 39028 -2.4 25669 -1.5 2344 -1.7
Baseline Case
(Design Point at A of Figure 5.3)
iT = .86, PR = 7.0, W = 232.0, 887 40000 26058 2384
WT -= 2381, L = 15.75,
AB Diameter = 3.64,
Fan Diameter = 3.12
Note: All measures expressed in English units (W in lb/sec, WT in lbs, dimensions in ft). All As are given
as percentages of the values obtained with the use of Baseline engines. Area equals total wetted area.
Table 5.6 Results of Exchanging HPC Surge Margin Increases for Reductions in Weight
A
(a)
(b)
(c)
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MISSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Design Point Condition
Case
Efficiency Case
Tn changes from .86 to .78
WT changes from 2381 to 2544
L changes from 15.75 to 17.00
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.75
RADIUS A
(nm) %
TOGW A OEWA A AREA
(lb) % (lb) % (sq ft)
706 -19.8 51096 +27.7 32970
A
Pressure Ratio Case
PR changes from 7.0 to 7.49
WT changes from 2381 to 2355
L changes from 15.75 to 15.58
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.61
Weight Flow Case
W changes from 232.0 to 178.9
WT changes from 2381 to 1809
L changes from 15.75 to 14.50
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.20
Fan Diam. changes from 3.12 to 2.74
Simultaneous Change Case
i! changes from .86 to .78
PR changes from 7.0 to 7.4
W changes from 232.0 to 178.9
WT changes from 2381 to 1904
L changes from 15.75 to 15.50
AB Diam. changes from 3.64 to 3.27
Fan Diam. changes from 3.12 to 2.74
906 +3.0 39348 -1.6 25622 -1.7 2343 -1.7
873 -0.8 40686 +1.7 26406 +1.3 2434 +1.6
749 -14.9 47955 +19.9 31027 +19.1 2877 +20.7
Note: All of the Cases above are for
a design point at C of Figure 6.2. All
parameter values equal Baseline values
except where noted.
Baseline Case
(Design Point at A of Figure 6.2)
1i = .86, PR = 7.0, W = 232.0, 880 40000 26058 2384
WT = 2381, L=15.75,
AB Diameter = 3.64,
Fan Diameter = 3.12
Note: All measures expressed in English units (W in lb/sec, WT in lbs, dimensions in ft). All As are given
as percentages of the values obtained with the use of Baseline engines. Area equals total wetted area.
Table 6.1 Mission Performance Comparison for Two HPC Design Point Locations
+26.5 3045 +27.7
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Figure 1.1 Possible Uses of Active Control in an Advanced Turbofan Engine
(from Epstein [1.1])
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Figure 1.2 Effects of Active Stabilization on Compressor Performance
(from Epstein et al.[1.2])
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Figure 1.3 Steep and Shallow SpeedLines in an Actively Stabilized Compressor
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Figure 2.2 Sample Low Pressure Compressor/Fan Map
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Figure 2.6 Flowpath for Construction of an Uninstalled Engine Deck
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Figure 2.7 Mission Simulation Program Flowpath (from Boeing [2.8])
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Figure 2.8 Graphic Presentation of Tactical Fighter Airframe
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Figure 2.9 Variable Radius Mission Profile for a Tactical Fighter
(from Boeing [2.91)
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Figure 2.10 Fixed Range Mission Profile for a Tactical Fighter
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Figure 3.1 Altitude/Mach Number Array of Available Reference Engine Data
(from Boeing [3.1])
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Figure 3.5 Military Power TSFC Versus Mach Number
for Iteration3, Iteration4 and Reference Engines
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Figure 3.11 Maximum Power Thrust Versus Mach Number
for Baseline, Iteration4 and Reference Engines
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Figure 3.13 Baseline Performance at 36089 Feet
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4)
MISSION : SAMPLE
NO SEGMENT PS
itial Altitude (ft)
inal Atitude (ft)
orrected Airflow (lb/sec)
ift Coefficient
istance (nm)
et Thrust Available {lbs)
ift to Drag Ratio
nitial Mach 
mnal Mach 
ower Setting
(2.0-max power, 1.0mil power)
T Time (hrs)
VKTAS Velocity (Knots True Airspeed)
WFDOT Fuel Flow lb/hr)
WTI Initial Weight ({lb)
WTF Final Weight (Ib)
D T WTI MI ALTI WTF MF ALTF FUEL
TAXI 2.08 8 0
TAXI 0.01 e0 
1 ACCEL 2.00 1 0
2 CLIMB 1.00 33 0
3 CRUISE 0.48 852 1
4 LOITER 0.29 0 1
5 COMBAT 1.01 0 0
DROP 2000 0 0
6 CLIMB 1.00 32 e
7 CRUISE 0.49 854 1
8 LOITER 0.06 e 8
S****** I
NO SEGMENT WT MACH
.808
.088
.085
.868
.651
. 000
.886
.08880
.067
.656
.333
MIE
40000
39229
39217
38666
37988
34239
32420
32296
30296
29811
26824
0.010
0.010
0.250
0.850
0.900
0.690
0.800
0.800
0.850
0.9088
0.270
0
0
0
46190
36295
10000
1880000
10000
51350
0
39229 0.010
39217 0.810
38666 8.850
37988 8.850
34239 8.900
32420 8.690
32296 0.8880
30296 8.800
29811 0.850
26824 0.900
26052 8.270
0 778
0 11
e 550
46006 678
48415 3748
37431 1819
10000 123
188800 8
51336 485
53623 2987
804 771
) - SEGMENT PERFORMANCE DATA *******
ALT CL L/D FNAV WFDOT VKTAS C.A.F.
39614 8.010
39223 0.010
38953 8.550
38327 8.858
36113 0.900
33340 0.698
32368 8.888
30053
28317
26459
8.858
0.900
0.270
8 0.800
0 8.000
8 0.152
18044 8.115
47306 8.404
36862 8.384
10000 8.695
23044 8.110
52498 8.407
484 8.435
0.0088 44729
8.800 266
12.47 26287
10.06 17432
15.15 4902
16.91 6827
12.33 42752
STORE DRAG
9.48 14580
14.88 3825
16.68 25747
92547 6.6
1418 6.6
109448 363.8
16921 526.2
2272 516.2
1819 395.7
20941 5180.6
INDEX IS NOW
13881 515.8
1805 516.2
2313 178.3
RADIUS - 887 N.M.
Variable Radius (Sample) Mission, As Flown by the Baseline Aircraft
TAXI
TAXI
1 ACCEL
2 CLIMB
3 CRUISE
4 LOITER
5 COMBAT
DROP
6 CLIMB
7 CRUISE
8 LOITER
426
131
395
419
328
277
401
8
426
331
166
Figure 3.14
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MISSION : FIXPRO
NO SEGMENT PS D T
TAXI
TAXI
1 ACCEL
2 CLIMB
3 CRUISE
4 LOITER
5 COMBAT
DROP
6 CLIMB
7 CRUISE
8 LOITER
2.00
0.01
2.00
1.00
0.48
e.29
1.00
2000
1.00
0.49
0.06
80
0
1
33
848
0
0
0
32
848
0
0.008
0.042
. 005
0.068
1.643
1.000
0. 006
0.000
0.067
1.643
0.333
ALTI Initial Altitude ft)
ALTF Final Altituae (ft
RANGE C.AF. Correcd Airflow (lb/iec)
CL Lift Coefficient
D Distance (rimn)
FNAV Net Thrust Available (lbs)
L/D Lift to Drag Ratio
MI Initial Mach 
MF Final Mach 
PS Power Setting
(2.0-max power, 1Ormil power)
T Time (hS)
VKTAS Velocity (Knots True Airspeed)
WFDOT Fuel Flow (b/hr)
wn Initial Weight (Ib)
WTF Fial Weight (lb)
WTI MI ALTI WTF MF ALTF FUEL
40000
39229
39169
38620
37942
34216
32398
32274
30274
29790
26827
0.010
0.010
0.250
0.850
0.900
0.690
0.800
0.800
9.850
0.900
0.270
0
0
0
46190
36295
10000
10000
10000
51350
0
39229
39169
38620
37942
34216
32398
32274
30274
29790
26827
26056
0.010
0.010
0.859
0. 850
e.900
0.690
9.800
0.800
0.850
0. 900
0.270
0
0
46005
48341
37431
10000
10000
51335
53529
804
770
59
549
677
3726
1817
123
0
484
2962
771
******** MID - SEGMENT PERFORMANCE DATA ********
NO SEGMENT WT MACH ALT CL L/D FNAV WFDOT VKTAS C.A.F.
39614
39199
38906
38281
36079
33307
32336
30032
28308
26442
0.010
0.010
0.550
.850
0.990
0.690
0.800
0.850
0.900
0.270
0
0
0
18044
47237
36862
1 0000
23044
52411
405
0.000
0.000
0.152
0.115
0.403
0.384
0.694
0.110
. 405
e.435
0.00
0.00
12.45
10.04
15.16
16.92
12.35
44729
266
26287
17432
4918
6827
42752
STORE DRAG
9.48 14580
14.90 3840
16.68 25746
92547 6.6 426
1418 6.6 131
109448 363.8 395
16921 526.2 419
2270 516.2 328
1818 395.7 277
29837 519.6 401
INDEX IS NOW 0
13801 515.8 426
1804 516.2 330
2313 178.3 166
RANGE - 1763 N.M.
Figure 3.15 Fixed Range (Fixpro) Mission, As Flown by the Baseline Aircraft
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Figure 4.1 Performance Map of a Typical High Pressure Ratio,
Multistage Compressor (from Kerrebrock [4.3])
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Figure 5.4 Variable Radius (Sample) Mission Summary for an Aircraft Equipped with
Engines Containing Actively Stabilized HPCs
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Figure 5.5 Fixed Range (Fixpro) Mission Summary for an Aircraft Equipped with
Engines Containing Actively Stabilized HPCs
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Figure 6.3 Baseline Fan/LPC Performance Map
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Figure 7.1 Surge Margin Erosion Resulting From Increased Inlet Distortion
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APPENDIX A
EXAMPLES OF CODE OUTPUT
A. 1 Cycle Deck Output
Table A. 1 contains the entire set of output data from a single run of the variable cycle
engine deck/weight analysis program (NNEP/WATE-2) combination. The input data set for
this example was entitled "CASE 3" and is identical to the input data set for the Baseline
(steep line HPC) engine. Key features of the output are listed below.
Output Feature Page #
Thermodynamic Input Data 176
Engine Layout 177
Variable Control Information 178
Input Data by Component 179
Updated Input Data 180
Design Point Output Data 181
Design Point Output with Afterburner On 182
Weight Input Data 183
Individual Component Dimensions and Weight 183 - 190
Engine Dimensions and Weight Summary 191
Graphic Engine Representation 191
174
175
A.2 Mission Simulation Program Output
Table A.2 contains the entire set of the mission simulation program's (PWSIM) general
aircraft output data. This sample output was created using the Baseline (steep line HPC)
engine and the sample (variable radius) mission for the tactical fighter airframe. Key features
of the output are listed below.
Output Feature Page #
Interactive Input Data 192
Airplane Design Summary 193
Aircraft Component Weights 194
Drag Coefficients 195 - 196
Mission Summary 196
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APPENDIX B
MILITARY SPECIFICATION INLET PRESSURE RECOVERY
The mission simulation program, the Propulsion/Weapon System Interaction Model,
assumes that all engine data (input) from the uninstalled engine deck is calculated using the
pressure recovery of Military Specification MIL-E-5008B [B. 1]. All inlet recovery changes
are made relative to that value unless the user inputs a different reference recovery.
According to the cycle deck user's manual [B.2], the NNEP code also assumes the military
specification recovery unless the user inputs another recovery schedule.
Uninstalled engine deck airflow may be input in either its corrected or uncorrected form
to the mission simulation program. In section 3.2 of this text, uncorrected airflow (converted
from the reference engine's uninstalled engine deck values of corrected airflow) is compared
to uncorrected airflow from the cycle deck generated uninstalled engine decks for the
Iteration3 and Baseline engines. The corrected airflow from the reference engine [B.1] is
given as,
Corrected Airflow _= W_ W T 2 / TREF
2 PT2 / PREF
Therefore, the uncorrected airflow is,
W = Corrected Airflow X PT / PREF X X To T2
TIll/TREF XPTO
Where
TTr0/TT2 is negligible and = [d = d(max) X R sp.
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PTO and TTO are determined by flight conditions, PREF = SLS = 2116 (lb/ft2), and TREF =
SLS = 519 (R). Assume Jrd(max) = 1 then the only unknown is rlR sp Reference engine
corrected airflow is equatedto the uncorrected airflow of cycle deck generated engines via the
following equation [B.3] and Figure B.1.
T1Rlp =1.0-0.075(M0- 1.0)135 forMO> 1
1.0
'ZR
0.9
0.8
TlRspec
I L-E-50088
.0o 2.0 Mo 3.0
Figure B.1 Military Specification Pressure Recovery (from Mattingly [B.3])
Note: Additional curves of Figure B.1 are used in the design process to assist in the selection
of inlet type and to determine the preliminary number of oblique shocks required.
APPENDIX C
DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR WITH
SHALLOW SPEED LINES
Development of a shallow line compressor, one with nearly horizontal speed lines in
the actively controlled operating region, was necessary for the work included in Chapter 6 of
this text. A shallow line compressor could have been developed from the Sample HPC
(Figure 2.3). However, a seemingly better approach was to find an HPC performance map
with speed lines that, even before the map alterations resulting from the implementation of
active stabilization, had speed lines that bent sharply away from vertical and toward the
pressure axis. This would allow a smooth and more realistic extension of the speed lines into
the actively stabilized operating region, assuming of course that active stabilization does not
drastically alter compressor characteristics. The performance map selected for use is shown
in Figure C.1.
Figure C.2 illustrates the High-Flow Compressor with a new surge line resulting from
the use of active compressor stabilization. The map of Figure C.1 was extended via the
shifting of R lines as described in Appendix D. The surge margin, measured from the design
point, has increased from 9.9 percent (at point A) to 71.8 percent (at point C). If the surge
margin were measured from the design point to point B, it would be equal to 29.9 percent, an
addition of twenty percentage points; the same extension that was used for the work
involving the Sample HPC in Chapter 5.
Figure C.3 illustrates the new actively stabilized, shallow line compressor which
replaces the extended Sample HPC of the Baseline (steep line HPC) engine. The new engine,
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Baseline (shallow line HPC), is compared to the Baseline (steep line HPC) engine (from a
performance perspective) in Figures C.4 - C.8. Comparison of Baseline (shallow line HPC)
to the reference engine may be made through the use of Figures 3.8 - 3.12. Figure C.9,
Baseline (shallow line HPC) performance at an altitude equal to 36089 feet is included for
comparison to Figures 3.2 and 3.13.
Figures C.4 - C.9 show very little difference between the Baseline engines. The
greatest percentage differences occur at low altitude, high Mach number and measure less
than four percent. Variable radius and fixed range mission performance results also show
close agreement between the Baseline engines with 1.0 percent or less difference in combat
radius, takeoff gross weight, operating weight and total wetted area. Because all differences
between the two engines are small and because those differences reach their maximum in
rarely used regions of the engine's operating envelope, the Baseline (shallow line HPC)
engine, like the Baseline (steep line HPC) engine, was assumed to have enough similarity to
the reference engine to be considered a good match for the tactical fighter airframe.
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Figure C.1 Detroit Diesel Allison High-Flow Compressor (from Allison [C.1])
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Figure C.9 Baseline (Shallow Line HPC) Performance at 36089 Feet
APPENDIX D
SURGE LINE SHIFTS VIA PERFORMANCE MAP R LINES
Fishbach [D. 1] and Fishbach and Caddy [D.2] explain the need for the introduction of
"R" lines to compressor performance maps. Component matching is the process of assuring
that all relationships that join two components (i.e. compressor and turbine) are obeyed to
include mass flow, power, total pressure and rotational speed. Computerized matching
requires a quick and foolproof method for locating component operating points. Operating
point identification can be difficult if; 1) the speed lines are nearly horizontal (pressure ratio
as a search parameter becomes almost meaningless), 2) the speed lines are nearly vertical
(weight flow as a search parameter becomes almost meaningless), or 3) two values of weight
flow exist for a single combination of pressure ratio and speed (the speed lines become
roughly parabolic in shape). In order to avoid these problems a dummy field parameter is
introduced by drawing "R" or "ray" lines on the compressor performance map which roughly
parallel the surge line. In this manner any point on the map may be located by its R value and
speed. Thus, pressure ratio, efficiency, and weight flow may each be expressed as functions
of R and speed.
Figure D. 1 shows the R lines drawn on the sample map of Figure 2.3. Table D. 1
shows the map in its digitized form, readied for input to the cycle deck. The reader should be
aware that the cycle deck scales performance map efficiency values to a user specified design
point value. Thus, performance map efficiency values in excess of one are normal. In
Figure D.1 the design point has an R value of 1.3 and a user specified corrected speed.
Table D.1 shows the map of Figure D.1 in its digitized form, readied for input to the cycle
deck.
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Shifting the surge line is accomplished by assigning new values of pressure ratio,
efficiency, and weight flow to the R line having a value of 1.0. Figure D.2 shows the
addition of 20 percentage points in surge margin to the performance map of Figure D. 1.
Figure D.3 shows the map of Figure D.2 with its associated R lines. In Figure D.3 the
design point is at the same location as in Figure D. 1 but its R value has changed. Note that
the change in R line values should approximate the relative distance between R lines and that
seven R lines are required to define a compressor performance map. Table D.2 is the
digitized version of Figure D.3 and is included for comparison to Table D. 1.
1004 NNEP SAMPLE HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
SPED 1
R
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
EOT
5 0.600
0.840
1.035
7 1.000
7 0.3520
7 0.3910
7 0.4330
7 0.4690
7 0.5080
7 0.5690
7 0.6240
7 0.6580
7 0.6880
7 0.7240
7 0.7580
7 0.8430
7 0.9120
7 0.9860
7 1.0600
0.700 0.750 e.800 0.810 0.820 0.830
0.850 0.860 0.870 0.900 e.935 0.985
1.150
.3640
0.4060
0.4500
0.4930
0.5350
0.5930
0.6540
0.6860
0.7160
0.7510
0.7850
0.8680
0.9350
1.0040
1.0600
1.300
0.3730
0.4140
0.4550
0.5000
0.5480
0.6080
0.6700
0.7020
0.7300
0.7660
0.8020
0.8800
0.9480
1 .0090
1.0600
1.450
0.3820
0.4210
0.4580
0.5040
0.5530
0.6170
0.6770
0.7100
0.7370
0.7750
0.8090
0.8850
0.9510
1.0100
1.0600
1.600
0.3840
e. 4250
0.4600
e.5050
0.5550
0.6210
0.6800
0.7140
0.7410
0.7780
0.8110
0.8890
0.9530
1.0100
1.0600
1.750
0.3840
0.4260
0.4610
0.5060
0.5560
0.6240
0.6810
0.7160
0.7440
0.7800
0.8150
0.8910
0.9540
1.0100
1.0600
1.050
0.3580
0.3960
0.4440
0.4840
0.5230
0.5820
0.6380
0.6720
0.7030
0.7350
0.7710
0.8550
0.9250
0.9950
1.0600
1005 NNEP SAMPLE HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
SPED 15 0.600
0.840
1.035
7 1.000
7 0.9000
7 0.9400
7 0.9540
7 0.9640
7 0.9730
7 0.9860
7 0.9960
7 1.0030
7 1.0070
7 1.0110
7 1.0140
7 1.0180
7 1.0150
7 1.0070
7 0.9180
0.700 0.750 0.800 0.810 0.820 0.830
0.850 0.860 0.870 0.900 0.935 0.985
1.150
0.7160
0.8350
0.8830
0.9160
0.9430
0.9650
0.9820
0. 9900
0.9970
1.0030
1.0080
1.0150
1.0110
0.9930
0.9090
1.300
0.5450
0.6600
0.7650
0.8120
0.8650
0.9050
0.9380
0.9500
0.9620
0.9710
0.9830
0.9950
0.9820
0.9570
0.8900
1.450
0.3400
0.4450
0.5350
0.6450
0.7450
0.8180
0.8680
0.8900
0.9030
0.9180
0.9310
0.9420
0.9300
0.9060
0.8530
1.600
0.2000
0.3150
0.2850
0.4000
0.5620
0.6950
0.7660
0.7890
0.8070
0.8300
0.8360
0.8550
0.8430
0.8160
0.7740
1.750
0.2000
0.2800
0.1800
0.2400
0.3200
0.5470
0.6350
0.6660
0.6810
0.7040
0.7100
0.7250
0.7000
0.6680
0.6070
1.050
0. 8500
0.9080
0.9400
0.9540
0.9660
0.9790
0.9920
0.9980
1.0040
1.0090
1.0120
1.0150
1.0140
1 .0010
0.9180
1006 NNEP SAMPLE HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
SPED 15 0.600
0.840
1.035
R 7 1.000
PR 7 2.0730
PR 7 2.5940
PR 7 3.1610
PR 7 3.6060
PR 7 4.0810
PR 7 4.7400
PR 7 5.3230
PR 7 5.6750
PR 7 6.0050
PR 7 6.4030
PR 7 6.8020
PR 7 7.8210
PR 7 8.6490
PR 7 9.3690
PR 7 9.8140
EOT
0.700 0.750 0.800 0.810 0.820 0.830
0.850 0.860 0.870 e.900 0.935 0.985
1.150
1.7360
2.1880
2.6250
3.0690
3.5290
4.1420
4.7400
5.0620
5.3840
5.7360
6.0970
6.9550
7.6600
8.3580
8.9630
1.300
1.4600
1.8280
2.2260
2.6090
3.0690
3.6210
4.1960
4.4870
4.7550
5.0770
5.4070
6.1350
6.7480
7.3460
7.8130
1.450
1.1530
1.4750
1.7970
2.1650
2.5940
3.1080
3.6060
3.8890
4.1040
4.4030
4.6940
5.3300
5.8510
6.3500
6.771e
1.600
1 .eeee0000
1.2840
1.5360
1.8430
2.1880
2.6480
3.0690
3.2990
3.4910
3.7590
3.9660
4.5100
4.9700
5.3530
5.7060
1.750
1.0000
1.2300
1.4220
1.6670
1.9430
2.3030
2.6320
2.8240
2.9620
3.1690
3.3610
3.7740
4.1040
4.4340
4.7020
1.050
2.0120
2.4410
2.9470
3.3910
3.8200
4.4570
5.0700
5.4300
5.7670
6.1350
6.5030
7.4230
8.1810
8.9250
9.6530
Table D.1 Sample HPC Performance Map in Digitized Format
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R
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EFF
EOT
1004 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR WITH 20 SURGE MARGIN EXTENSION
SPED 1
R
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
FLOW
EOT
15 0.600
8.840
1.035
7 1.000
7 0.3350
7 0.3684
7 0.4090
7 0.4410
7 0.4800
7 0.5370
7 0.5895
7 0.6210
7 0.6490
7 0.6830
7 0.7200
7 0.8100
7 0.8850
7 0.9600
7 1.0460
0.70 08.750 0.800 0.810 0.820 0.830
0.850 8.860 0.870 08.900 0.935 0.985
1.350
0.3640
0.4060
0.4500
0.4930
0.5350
0.5939
0.6540
0.6860
0.7160
0.7510
0.7850
0.8680
0.9350
1 .0040
1.0600
1.500
0.3730
0.4140
0.4550
0.5000
0.5480
0.6088
0.6700
0.7020
0.7300
0.7660
0.8020
0.880088
0.9480
1 .0090
1.060
1.650
8.3820
0.4210
0.4580
0.5040
0.5530
0.6170
0.6770
0.7100
0.7370
0.7750
0.8090
0.8850
0.9510
1.0100
1.0600
1.800
0.3840
9.4250
0.4600
0.5050
0.5550
8.6210
0.6800
0.7140
0.7410
0.7780
0.8110
0.8890
0.9530
1.0100
1.0600
1.950
0.3840
0.4260
0.4610
0.5060
0.5560
0.6240
0.6810
0.7160
0.7440
0.7800
0.8150
0.8910
0.9540
1.0100
1.0600
1.200
0.3520
0.3910
0.4330
0.4690
0.5080
0.5690
0.6240
0.6580
0.6880
0.7240
0.7580
0.8430
0.9120
0.9860
1.0600
1005 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR WITH 20% SURGE MARGIN EXTENSION
SPED 115 0.600
0.840
1.035
7 1.ee000
7 0.9510
7 0.9570
7 0.9700
7 0.9750
7 0.9800
7 0.9890
7 0.9980
7 1.0020
7 1 . 0050
7 1.0090
7 1.0120
7 1.0150
7 1.0120
7 0.9890
7 0.8700
1006 HIGH PRESSURE
SPED 15 0.600
0.840
1.035
R 7 1.000
PR 7 2.2400
PR 7 2.7700
PR 7 3.3850
PR 7 3.8500
PR 7 4.3900
PR 7 5.1100
PR 7 5.7650
PR 7 6.1500
PR 7 6.5100
PR 7 6.9500
PR 7 7.4300
PR 7 8.6400
PR 7 9.6500
7 10.5000
7 11.2300
0.700 0.750 9.800 0.819 0.820 0.830
0.850 0.860 0.870 0.900 0.935 0.985
1.350
0.7160
0.8350
0.8830
0.9160
0.9430
0.9650
0.9820
0.9900
0.9970
1.0030
1.0080
1.0150
1.0110
0.9930
0. 9090
1.500
0.5450
0.6600
0.7650
0.8120
0.8650
0.9050
0.9380
e.9500
0.9620
0.9710
0.9830
0.9950
0.9820
0.9570
0.8900
1.650
0.3400
0.4450
0.5350
0.6450
0.7450
0.8180
0.8680
0.8900
0.9030
0.9180
0.9310
0.9420
0.9300
0.9060
0.8530
1.800
0.2000
0.3150
0.2850
0.4000
0.5620
0.6950
0.7660
0.7890
0.8070
0.8300
0.8360
0.8550
0.8430
0.8160
0.7740
1.950
0.2000
0.2800
0.1800
0.2400
0.3200
0.5470
0.6350
0.6660
e.6810
0.7040
0.7100
0.7250
0.7ee000
0.6680
e.6070
1.200
0.9000
0.9400
0.9540
0.9640
0.9730
0.9860
0.9960
1.0030
1.0070
1.0110
1.0140
1.0180
1.0150
1.0070
0.9180
COMPRESSOR WITH 2 SURGE MARGIN EXTENSION
0.700 0.750 0.800 0.810 0.820 0.830
0.850 0.860 0.870 0.900 0.935 0.985
1.200
2.0730
2.5940
3.1610
3.6060
4.0810
4.7400
5.3230
5.6750
6.0050
6.4030
6.8020
7.8210
8.6490
9.3690
9.8140
1.350
1.7360
2.1880
2.6250
3.0690
3.5290
4.1420
4.7400
5.0620
5.3840
5.7360
6.0970
6.9550
7.6600
8.3580
8.9630
1.500
1.4600
1.8280
2.2260
2.6090
3.0699
3.6210
4.1960
4.4870
4.7550
5.0770
5.4070
6.1350
6.7480
7.3460
7.8130
1.650
1.1530
1.4750
1.7970
2.1650
2.5940
3.1080
3.6060
3.8890
4.1040
4.4030
4.6940
5.3300
5.8510
6.3500
6.7710
1.800
1.0000
1.2840
1.5360
1.8430
2.1880
2.6480
3.0690
3.2990
3.4910
3.7590
3.9660
4.5100
4.9700
5.3530
5.7060
1.950
1.0000
1.2300
1.4220
1.6670
1.9430
2.3030
2.6320
2.8240
2.9620
3.1690
3.3610
3.7740
4.1040
4.4340
4.7020
Table D.2 Extended HPC Performance Map in Digitized Format
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Figure D.1 Sample HPC Performance Map with RLines
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Figure D.3 Extended HPC Performance Map with Associated R Lines
